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Guild Committee
The Committee consists of the Officers together with George Lashbrook, Keith
Plant, Geoff R&s, Mike Spathaky, Chris Swarbrooke, Graham Tuley and John
Witheridge.

Other Appointments
Journal Distributors
Roy C&Peter Prismall
Overseas Liaison
Keith Plant
Librarian
John Witheridge
Marriage Index Kelvin Wath
County Reps Co-ordinator Graham Tuley
Meetings Co-ordinator
Chris Swarbrooke
Covenants Secretary
George Lashbrook
Sales Manager
Ron Duck&
Website Manager
Mike Spathaky
The Officers and Committee will serve until the
end of the ACM on 4th April 1998.
Whilst enquiries specific to individual officers may
be directed to them at their home addresses, all
other correspondence should be sent to the Box
C address above. Contributions for this Journal
should be sent to the Editor (see page 92).

Guild Sales
Ron Duck& is the Guild’s
Sales Manager. As well as
Guild publications. Ron
has a supply of ties, lapel
badges and back issues of
the JoumaI of One-Name
Studies.
His address is:
Outwood Hills Farm
Lower Outwoods Rd
Burton-on-Trent
DE13 OQX
England
Email: rsdburton@aol.com

cover illustration
Settlement Certificate for Jo,,,, a,,d
Martha Cree and
their son John, an
essential document
when they migrated
the eight miles from
Boleover to Mansfield
in 1733. See the
article Motives
for
Migration.

Reproduced with the permission of the
Principal Archivist, Nottinghamshire
Archives (Ref: PR 11,598).
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Mary Rumsey
Now that members have become accustomed to the new format of the Journal,
even more letters are coming horn members in its praise. One member visiting
from Australia even phoned me to express
his views about it which was very encowaging.
This issue is larger N will the january
1998 issue. This means that there will be
more room for your articles, hopefully with
maps, graphs, illustrations, etc. However,
please remember that photocopies of
illustrations do not reproduce well, so
please send photographs whenever possible.
Once again the subject has been raised
concerning the children of parh~ers, who
have chosen to remain unmarried. This in
fact reminds me of a friend at university,
who when anyone took a rather naive
approach to history said, “They haven’t
read the chronicles”. One of my great joys
of being a medievalist was the wonderful
realistic approach to life expressed in the
chronicles nnd other writings of the early
middle ages. However, hypocrisy began to
creep in and in my opinion has only increased with the passage of time.
Nevertheless, hypocrisy N to the
marriage state and consequent question of
the legitimacy of children seems to have
ended. Children in the past were in fact
assumed to be legitimate because their
birth certificates showed this, the child
bearing the surname of a father, whose
name was different (normally) from that OF
the maiden name of the mother. In England the registration of a birth has “ever
involved proof of marriage of the parents,
thus if IegitimKy is “ever contested. which
is unlikely except in the case of inheritance,
the child of unmarried parents was passed
off a.5legitimate. Similarly, prior to civil
registration, iF the parents were married
prior to the date of birth, rather than the
date of baptism. the record shows legitimacy. However, to believe that no one
was aware of this is untrue. In 1822 the
Reverend Monkhouse, Vicar of Bramshott
in Hampshiie, wrote: “Of 72 marriages in
the last ten years ending 1820, not less
than 69 brides have been unchaste before
marriage. Those who gain husbands are
more fortunate than those who bear&b
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bastards, but not more virtuous.” In
sible. Either that, or drive our Memvillages one suspects everyone knew bership Data Manager mad trying to
everyone else’s business and the
keep our records up to date so that
majority could count to nine!
he can produce the labels in a senOne can only normdly rely on the
sible order.
blood line of the mother being accuFor example, the Committee - as
rate, although this is not a hundred
requested at the last AGM - have
percent true, since I know of one
been thinking about whether or not
case in the USA where neither parent to continue sending members the
shown on the birth certificate is the
Family History News and Digest
biological pwent. Actually we have
(FHND): a few members had sughad no real test of biological patergested that this is unwanted. One of
nity until now with the advent of
the options we considered was that
DNA testing. So it should be easier
of letting individual members choose
to prove biological paternity and in
whether or not to receive it, but this
fact whole blood lines from now on.
would have meant that different enA pathologist, who is also a genevelopes would have contained difalogist. suggested to me that this is
ferent things. Out of the question. So
the way genealogy would go in the
either everyone receives it or no-one
future with the tracing of bloodlines
does.
in families rather than just accepting
Since we have not been presented
the documentation as fact.
with any evidence that any more
This indeed
is food for thought!
than a very small number do not
<.A<.:.::.
..:.:s
I.~.~...~
~ j . .:.:.:...:.:.~.:...~:.:::~:~:~::~~:~~:I
want to receive FHND, we have decided to continue supplying it - as
we always have. The value actually is
superb: the cost when paid for
through your subscription is only
Roger Loveg rove
about half the cover-price.

Chairman’s Notes

The Guild 1881 Project
THE GUILD is an unique organisation
in many ways. As with any other
voluntary society, however, everything that your subscription pays for
must be done by volunteers: members, just like yourselves. who are
willing to give up a bit of their time
to help us all.
The Committee has to consider our
volunteers just N much as we need
to consider those who receive their
services. We cannot supply a service
if doing so would place unreasonable demands on the time of people
who have their own private lives.
Take our Journal distributors, Roy
Cox and Peter Prismall. They are responsible for getting together the
mailings that you receive every three
months and for making sure that
they are posted on time. Roy and
Peter are crucial to the Guild’s operations: without them, you would
not receive any Journals whatsoever.
You could easily manage without a
Chairman: but without OUTJournal
distributors? Hardly.
Their job is manageable at present
because all envelopes contain the
same things. But what would it be
like if different envelopes contained
different things? If we are not to turn
Roy and Peter into whirlygigs then
this should be avoided if at all pas70

In this edition, you will find the
second article by Geoff R&s on the
Guild’s 1881 census project. If my
postbag is any indication, then his
first article, which appeared in the
July/oumd,
has already had an extremely favourable response. I would
urge all members to participate. This
really will be a worthwhile project not only for all of you but also for the
Guild.
The Guild was formed in 1979, so
our 21 st birthday will be in the year
2000. Chris Swarbrooke is now
heading a subcommittee charged
with the responsibility for organising
events, throughout that year, to
celebrate this landmark anniversary.
If you would like to participate in the
activities, either to give Chris a hand
or to involve your own One-Name
Society, then please let Chris know.
Returning to the subject of volunteers, I am very pleased to annO”nce
that we have a new Secretary, Jim
Isard. Jim comes to us with 15 years
of experience as Secretay of another
voluntary organisation, so it should
not take him too long to get into the
job: but there will obviously be differences, so please be understanding
%r a while.
Cl

TheJournal

Treasurer’s Notes
David Abbott
Right at the start. I must thank
those of you who took the trouble to
send messages of support for the
change of strategy I wrote about in
the last /cum&.
I appreciate that a
few of you are unhappy with the
new rates and maybe will not want
to continue membership, but to put
the new subscription into context, it
is still less than one CR0 certificate
obtained by post. The Guild will
again make a loss this financial year,
which is based on the old subscription rates: whilst I am a member of
your Committee, I trust I will never
have to report a loss again. Despite
this, I am very confident about the
Guild’s h~hue. and with your continued support and su~estions we will
explore and develop new avenues to
make Guild membership even more
desirable.
More generally, the messages of
support show a good measure of
confidence in your Committee as we
continue to change and adjust to
servicing the growth in memben
over the last decade. We are the
premier organisation for the researching of sunames, and I see the task
now before us as twofold. Firstly,
that Guild membership for anyone
involved with one-name research
will be simply irresistible. Secondly,
anyone wanting or having i&m-ation on a registered surname will
know about us, and make the Guild
and yourselves an early point of
contact.
Promoting

the Guild

In recent years. your committee
has been looking at ways to promote
the Guild, and thus generate enquiries and contributions from other
family historians. Already implemented is the swapping of our current Register with member interests
of other family history societies: the
gradual expansion of our Website, M
that we are truly available worldwide: and the development of the
County and National Representatives
network. These have been achieved
during a time of limited resources,
and are a tribute to the work of previous committee members. Being
Treasurer, my prime uxxern is the
conduct of the Guild’s finances, and
of One-Name

Studies,
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the implications of any new venture.
One extra cost I am pleased to wnounce is that your committee has
approved a budget to both promote
the Guild and generate enquin’es,
and a start has already been made.
Many of you already read Family Tree
Magtiine, and it also has a significant worldwide distribution. Keep an
eye out in the One-Name
Studies
classified advertisements section.
This Is an area nonnally restricted to
private individuals, but the Guild has
been successhI in negotiating, a
spot at the head of this section.
Subscription

Renewal

Regrettably, I must also comment
on more mundane matters, which I
would not normally do in the Jour.
nzd, but what follows is very impatant. This is my first year N Treasurer
and I really need you to assist me as
much as possible. With this/own&,
primarily of wncem to our UK members. is a reminder to cancel Bankers
Standing Orders’. There were well
over five hundred in operation in
January f 997, and all these need to
be stopped. I appreciate that some
of you till forget, thus I will have to
write letters in January, but the fewer
the better. Also, a number will be
bank errors, and where these occur I
shall Follow the practice started by
Peter Prismall. Having ensured that
you have received a full refund, I
then reimburse the Bank less an
administration charge which becmnes a donation to Guild funds. If
you are not sure if a mandate was
completed, write or telephone your
bank anyway, they will then confirm
your instructions.
Email addresses
Lastly. I have been receiving renewals since July. A particular problem I have noticed is that of new email addresses. A number have not
been printed clearly on the form, so
a ‘best guess’ has to be made. May I
therefore ask all of you who use
electronic sewices to visit the Guild
Website to check your entyy? If it is
incorrect, contact Alec Tritton, our
Data Processing Manager (Email:
alec_tritton~compuseIve.wm).
If
your details are not listed, then you
have not given permission (or it is
ambiguous). Again, contact our Data
Processing Manager for this to be
corrected.
0
The Journal
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A Note from the
Guild’s Sales
Manager
Ron Duckett

rate tsx psyer, you may be billed for
part of the relief.
This has happened to
bers who pay tax at the
please be warned. Only
your subscription to the

some mem/owe,rate 50
covenant
Guild if you
are a standard
(or higher/
rate UK
taxpayer. Deed of Covenant forms
are available from the Treasurer.

Will members who have written or
sent orders and are waiting for a reGeorne Lashbrook
ply. please bear with me until November when I hope to have resolved the problems? If by chance
you have not heard by December,
write stating the details. Please dccept my apologies if you fall into this
category.
I am sorry that scxne members
have been disappointed over the
delay in receiving their copies of the
BIG R. The facts are, that the FFHS
who publish the fiches, made a
In the July mailing, members were
once-only special price for the first
ballotted on a Resolution asking for
order each member Society of FFHS
the Monopoly of Registration to be
placed for BIG R’s, To allow all Guild
written into the Guild’s Constitution.
members around the world to
benefit from this, we fixed a deadline
By the dosing date of 24 August.
391 votes had been received. The
date for August Z3rd. Extra time was
then added for orders to come
voting was FOR310. AGAINST 81.
In addition, 3 ballot papers were rethrough Box C, before OUTfirst
turned with no vote indicated.
and only order was placed.
Since the number of votes FOR
All BIG R fiches ordered by the
exceeded the two-thirds majority
deadline were received from FFHS
req&d
by the Constitution, the
on 13th September and posted to
Resolution was CARRIED.
members
on~~_..~
the..~......,.....,.
15th.__
.,....,....,....
~
/,.,.
i...~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~.~.
.,.~
:::::~::::i::i::::~~:~~::::l::~.:.:.:.:.:~.:.:~.:.:.:.:.~~:~~:.:..
..:..:.:.~.:.l:r.l:l,l:.:.:.:~.:.:i.:.:,:.,.:~~~~~
The following sentence is therefore
now added at the end of Clause 4.2
of the Constitution, together with a
short enabling &use in Section 4.1:

Monopoly of
registration ballot result

Covenanted
subscriptions

A provision of United Kingdom tu
law allows some members who are
UK taxpayers to enhance their subscriptions to the Guild by us recovering Income Tax that has been paid.
This is by making a promise in advance in a written Deed of Covenant
that is capable of lasting for more
than three years.
The Guild has been able to claim
about $3000 from the Inland Revenue in this way over the last six
years.
However a warning in the Which?
Tar Saving
Guide 1997states:
If you’re a non-taxpsyer, don’t uee
covenants or Gift Aid to make donations lo charity. You will be billed
for the tax relief which the charity
reclaims. Similarly if you’re e lower-
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No person
alrea+registered
valiant.

may

register
surname

an
or

Forthcoming Events
31st - 2nd November 1997.21st
Anniversary of the Comish Family
History Society. (See page 68 of the
July /ouma/ for details)
3isi January lQQ8. Guild Seminar at
Hastings, Sussex. Computers in Genealogy with Workshops.
Guild Annual Confererence
Please see page 79.

1998
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Jaunay: the name, facts and figures 1800-I 990
Graham Jaunay

R

LADING RECENT ARTICLES in the @ma/, I have
started to wonder just how rare a family name
cm be. The Jaunay name must rank amongst the
rarest! The Following survey records only those persons
who were born with the name &nay. While my records
go back to 1700. the research in that century is at an
early stage and only a few isolated references have been
found.
The number of people bearing the name @nay has
“ever been great although they appear throughout the
historical record in France and England. At this point I
have yet to research any other countries. Apart horn

I

early references in London Huguenot records. other law
nays have been located in I%&,
France. They were
merchants of RocheFoti on the River Loire whose records
come to us because they were required to pay taxes. In
the year 1734-1735, Pierre Jaunay dutifully paid his tax,
while an Yvon Jaunay is also recorded as having paid his
dues. The British Library catalogue records two Jaunay
authors:
lsaye Jaunay. Remontmnce
au ray de France Hemi
Ill
SW la mbnna

tion n6cwsaire.
des

Louis Jaunay, Histoire
Park,

16 16
&&ques

et archev2ques

de

1884.

To research outside the period is also compounded by
non-standard spelling and to date I have identified the
following variants and as many misspellings. I have distinguished as misspellings those which do not fit the
recognised variants, those which on a mcdilied soundex
test (a technique which relates names phonetically) are
not closely related and/or where there are other records
of the same person spelt in the more acceptable forms. (I
have modified the soundex test when applying it to
French names due to the practice in French of not

sounding the last consonant in most words. Thus Jaunet,
which would appear to not be a close match, in fact
scores the same as Jaunay.)
The name Jaunay has many spelling variants.
l

Jaunai,

l

Jaunet, Jaunez

Jaunals

Jaunard, Jaunasse
Jeaunais, Jeaunay
The forms Jaunay and Jaunai are considered
rare. In Dauzat’s surname dictionarv we find:

l

.

the most

Jaune,
surtout
dans
/es
diminutik
Jauneau,
Jaunet+
(-nez
Nerd
et No&
Es% p&joraatik
Jaunard,
Jaunasse,
SUP
nom d’apr&s
la couleur
jaune
du t&t
Iplutit
que
d’apr&
la couleur
des
cheveux).
- Jaunay
rephente
un nom
de localit
(Quest:
Wenne.
etc) pahis
auk
Jaunet.
(+ lndiyue
/es noms
de
bmille
tr& r+andus)

[Jaune, especially in the diminutive
forms Jauneau, Jaunet+ (-ner, north and
north-east), pejorative forms Jaunard.
Jaunasse. nickname according to the
yellow complexion (rather than according to the colour of the hair)
Jaunay
represents a name of a locality (Query:
Vienne, etc) sometimes also Jaunet. (+
indicates the family name is very widespread)]
The form Jaunal is not recognised by
Dauzat but is identified by Jougla de
Morenas as a rare farm.
The forms Jeaunais and Jeaunay are
not recognised by either authority but at
JI least one Jaunay family used these forms
prior to 1830. Soundex rules indicate a close relationship.
Added to this confusion is the wide range of spelling
forms found in English records which may be considered
variants if the form persists through several generations.
It has to be understood that not only is the standardising
of spelling a relatively recent development,
but that
many errors occurred in transcribing names or recording
them phonetically
from the spoken word, especially
when the speaker may have been illiterate! Thus the following forms have been located:
l
de Jaunay (this form has persisted in a family branch)
. Jalnne
l
Jane, Jan& Jannay. Janne, January
. Jaw& jaunnay. Jaunny. Jaumay
l
Joanay, Joane
l
@may. Joumnay.
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As my research continues I may recognise some of
these forms as variants. However, the variants Jaunay/Jaunet are clearly identified as possibly having a differing source from the other forms and at this stage I am
only collecting these forms along with any others I know
to have evolved into these forms. At this stage this
means Jaunay. Jeaunay, Jeaunais and Jaunet which are
located in ancient records from the central west of
France.
Such a range of spellings makes the task of tracing
family lines more difficult as the researcher travels back in
time. However, by 1750 my own ancestors had at least
standardised their version of the spelling to the current
form Thus the entry in the Parish Register of Cranbrook:
John
Ho/den

Joumay
(physicianj
of Ash/brd
married
Mrs May
of Cmnbrook
on 5 Ott 1714 at Cranbmok,
Kent

may result from a misspelling of Jaunay or one of its recognised variants or may not even relate to our family.
While:
Francis Jannay
(hotel
London
died on Janus/u
the bladder,

keeper)
/5th,

of 25 Leicester
Square
1838 6-om an abscess
on

is a known misspelling or an error in transcription because the entry relates to Francois Marie Jaunay. An examination of the various London poor rate books for the
period 1800-1839 shows FranGois as Jaunny, Jaunnay,
and Jounnay.

A place called Jaunay
Travelling on the main A10 highway to Poitiers from
Paris, one comes across a small community named Jaunay-Clan. It would seem that the name does originate
from this area. The local archive has several preRevolution Jaunay references in its card index. The Director of the Vienne archives suggests that the place name
Jaunay is very andent. He believes it has existed since
the times of Saint Leger who is
purported to have lived from
c616-678AD during the times
of the Merovingian kings who
ruled from the fall of Roman
Empire until 750AD. The earliest written reference approximating the current fom, occurs
in 1162 as Jaunaicum.
A @nay coat of arms does
exist. There is no evidence in
Azure two ducks
my research that the Jaunay
argent swimming in
family would ever have cona sea verl in chief
sidered themselves as memfive mullets of the
bers of the noble class! In presecond three and
Revolutionary France, any famtwo. Motto: Je me
ily who was able to trace their
souviendrai [I will
descent to 1400 or earlier was
remember]-granted
entitled to consider themselves
in the province of
AlljOU.
as peers. Families able to prove
descent together with ownership of any land subject to feu,,arc a ner or reorr
cm,. rrom txdal obligations, commonry cxrea
fore 1560 were called gentlemen of rank and could assurne titles at will. Moreover, unlike the English system.
the rank of peerage was tied to the size of property
owned. It was the land which was deemed to be a Bar&e.
Comte or Marquisat, not the individual who
lhe journal
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owned it. In 1696 Louis XIV, Ring of France established a
tax on coats of arms and then arranged to issue arms to
all those who did not have them! As a result achievements are common amongst the middle classes with
about 90% of the registry listing being commoners. Armortal C&&zf lists some 90.000 arms belonging to
commoners whose only distinction wds that they were
not to include helmets and crests in their arms. The arms
listed for Jaunay were granted in 1726 at the lowest rank
of nobility and it would appear that they were the same
version issued previously in 1574.
The Treaty of La Jaunaye was signed by Vend&w Ceneral, F-A Char&e de la Contrie on the 17 February 1795.
In 1793 many regions in France rose up against the
newly installed republican government as a result of a
decree on 24 February requiring all young men to undertake armed service. Four departments to the south of the
River Loire, collectively known as the Vend+
declared
and maintained their independence of the central government. The region was bounded by the Loire on the
north and Fontenay-le-Comte in the south. By early April
the leaders had control of all towns in the area and had
formed a Catholic and Royal Army with the insignia of a
cross mounted on a Sacred Heart. Emissaries were sent
to England for help. A series of compromise edicts, an
amnesty and the movement of significant numbers of
troops by the central government forced Char&e to sign
the treaty. He was eventually overwhelmed,
captured
and executed. I do not know how the treaty gained its
name. However, the town of Jaunay-Clan bordered the
territory controlled by the Vend&an*.

Three Jaunay

lines

For the period under examination I have located three
distinct Jaunay families. Family I, my own family, is represented by fifty-four people living during the period
under research. It includes one family who styled themselves de Jaunay after World War II. Family II as represented by seven individuals, used the forms Jeaunay,
Jeaunais and Jaunay and has now died out. Family III is
represented by three people and is the result of a man
taking on the Jaunay name by deed-poll after his mother
married into the family. There are ten other Jaunays who
have yet to be linked to any family. No Jaunets fall within
the period of the study. A total of seventy-four people!
A decade by decade examination of numbers of living
people born with the name reveals the following:
1800s
1810s
1820s
1830s
1840s
1850s
1860s

3
6
5
8
7
10
9

1870s
1880s
1890s
1900s
1910s
1920s
1930s

7
14
15
16
19
21
20

1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s

22
27
26
34
44

Of the seventy-four people under study, fifty-one were
male. twenty-two were ,female and the gender of one
-not
be dete,.,.r,ined,
The individuals were represented by first given names
totiling
forty-five for the males and eighteen for females. The most popular names represent French heritage although only a minority of individuals were born in
France. Each of the following names was represented

73

more than once:
Ma/e

while one of the men married for a third time. All the
second and subsequent marriages were celebrated after
1900

Female

Fran$ois/Fran[c]k
Louis
David
Pierre/Peter
Arthur
MathieufMatthew
Andrew/And+

4
4
3
3
2
2
1

Anne/Ann/Annie
Louisa/Louise

3
3

Auguste
Robert

2
2
The Jaunay marriages do take into account the seasons
with fewer marriages in the dead of winter. Autumn and
spring are the most popular times for weddings although
the southern hemisphere summer is also popular.

A second or subsequent name:
Male

Female

Fran[c]k
Pierre
David
Louis
AndrewlAndrt
Pabert

t
1
2
2
2
3

Louise
1
Marguerite/Margaret2
YVO”“.?
2
Mary/Marie
4

The following table represents addresses where Jaw
nays were resident for more than five years:
1800-1850

1851-1900

ENG-MDX: FRA-CHA RPA AQU PL
FRA-CHA WA PL: AUS-SA VIC

March
April
May
June
WY
August
September
October
November
December
b”uary
February

Northern

Southern

All

2
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
1
0
0
2

3
2
3
1
0
2
0
2
3
2
3
2

5
3
4
2
1
2
2
3
4
2
3
4

QLD
1901-1950
FRA-RPA: AUS-NSW SA QLD: NZ
1951-1990
FRA-RPA: AUS-SA QLD: NZ
Chapman Codes are used for this table,
The English interlude resulk from one family fleeing
the French Revolution and descendants of that family
migrated to Australasia. I do not have enough information to chart the Eighteenth Century.
Data on significant life events has been collated but the
reader needs to be aware that the sample is very small
and so they must treat the result with some caution.
Nonetheless some significant indicators have arisen. Age
at marriage has been ascertained for sane thirtyfive individuals and the average is a high 27.8 years. The
youngest WN 16.4 years while the oldest first marriage
occurred at 62.2 years.

1SOO-1850
1851-1900
1901-1950
1951-1990
Overall

Average
age at first marriage:
Males [no/
Fern&s
[no]Both

[no]

30.2
21.9
27.9
32.5
29.9

[S]
141
1131
[13]
1351

[3]
[4]
[S]
[9]
[24]

23.5
00.0
25.5
20.1
23.2

[2]
IO]
[5]
[4]
[II]

27.5
21.9
27.0
28.6
27.8

It would seer” from these Figures that Jaunay males
marry slightly later in life than the expected community
average For the time. This may be a reflection of their
level of affluence in the Nineteenth Century. Amongst
their number they include a London restaurateur and
Reims champagne-makers.
Several identified people married more than once.
Three men and two women married a second time,
74

Family size can be determined for 32 individuals. all of
whom had legitimate children. The average number of
children is 2.5 per Family. The largest number of children
in any family was only seven. No me” became parents
again in a subsequent marriage but two women did.
Average
number
of children
Males [no]
Females [noIBo#

1SOO-1850
3.0
1851.1900
6.0
1901-1950
2.3
1951-1990
1.8
overall
2.5 [21]

[2]
121
[S]
[9]
2.5 [i

1.5
0.0
2.4
3.3
II

[no]

2.3
[2]
IO]
6.0
15.1
2.3
[4]
2.2
2.5 1321

[4]
121
[13]
[I 31

Clearly Nineteenth Century Jaunay families were much
smaller than the average for the whole population - a
reflection ofwealth?
The period between marriage and the birth of the first
child has also been examined for twenty-one individuals
and the average time is 1.6 years. The time-span ranges
From a marriage a month after the birth through to 6.7
years between marriage and the birth of the first child.
Average
eldest
Both

time

&EJ

between
M&s

marriage
and
[no]
Females

birth
[noJ

of

/iioJ

1800-1850
1851-1~
1901-1950
1951-1990
Overall

The Journal

1.4
0.8
1.9
2.9
2.1

121
[I]
[5]
[5]
1131
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1.3
0.0
0.7
0.5
0.8

[2]
IO]
131
131
IS]

1.4
0.8
1.4
2.0
1.6
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[4]
[I]
IS]
[S]
[21]
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Life and death
Longevity has also been examined and can be determined for twenty individuals. Of the total sample, thirtynine persons were still living at 31 Dee 1990 but two of
these have since died [they are not included in the tablel. The longest IiFe for a male was 86.6 years and for a
female was 9-7.7 years.
Average
age at death
Males Ino,’
Females [ioJBoth

[no]

61.4 [ll
00.0 [O]
61.4 [l]
1800-i 850
17.9
[4]*
68.4
121
34.7 [6]
1851-1900
65.4 [3]
53.2 [2]
60.6 [5]
1901-1950
74.3 [3]
84.9 [5]
81 .O [S]
1951-1990
50.2 [i 11 74.2 [91
61 .O [20]
Overall
* three of these Four deaths were infants
The high mortality rate for infant boys in the latter half
of last century drags down the males’ average age at
death. IF these are ignored the overall average rises to
69.6 years.
Death in the last century was still very much a seasonal
thing with the elderly tending to die of respiratory disorders in the colder months of winter while the summer
epidemics took the young. This would not appear to be
the pattern in the family. The sample is small due not
only to the factors already mentioned but because French
death certificates do not include cause of death and the
ICI does not include deaths and thus this material is a
little more elusive! The cause of death in the sample has
not been ascertained for most as the cost of obtaining
the certificates is large.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February

Northern
1
0
0
1
I
0
0
1
0
1
1
3

Southern
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
2
1
1
4
1

All
2
1
0
1
1
2
0
3
1
2
5
4

Several issues need to be noted in analysing these
figures. Firstly, females appear to be under-represented.
This may be because, in following name-trails From the
present back in time, one follows the male line. Although French records are very detailed, they can be
inaccessible to the remote researcher in that the Row of
information depends very much on the workload and
commitment of the local archivist! Unless you can be
quite specific the data will not be forthcoming! Thus to
seek siblings of a known person can prove difficult! The
French embargo on records less than 100 years old is
also a significant barrier.
Apart From my own Family, most other Jaunays have
been initially located by systematic searching through
The Journal
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telephone directories and archival indexes. Once a person is discovered I attempt to ascertain the person’s
relatives From my own database and by seeking birth,
death and marriage records for the individual. This has
limited 5ucce55 depending on the mobility of the person
but usually once I can locate one of the major life events
things unfold quite rapidly, especially in France with the
comprehensive records available.
The research has been undertaken using a software
program called FileMaker Pro. I use this database to
maintain all family records and have customised the
Fields to suit my needs as I have yet to find a commercial
genealogical program which will do this.
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Footnote
This article WN written in my pre-Internet days. Access
to records via the Internet has opened up a new dimension of family research. Previously, although French telephone directories were available to me, the subscribers
were listed by city, town and village, making it an impossible task to locate individuals. Now the directory is
on-line and can be searched region by region (called
d+xtements,!
by family name. Such a search ha revealed no less than 159 individuals and ten businesses
bearing the Jaunay name! Moreover the search revealed
three streets and one bridge bearing the name. With the
help of guild colleague John Blencowe. again via the Internet, I intend to contact every Family by letter over the
next weeks and maybe the results of such an exercise
will be the material for a subsequent aticle on one-name
research.
The Author:
Graham Jaunay ‘,
Member no. 1955
7 East Terrace, South Plympton
South Australia 5038, Australia
Email: A.oroformat@adelaide.on.net

The 1881 Project - British Surname Distribution
Geoff Riggs
Part 2: What happens to the data?

P

ART ONE OF THIS PAPER outlined the basis of this
Project which has been endorsed by the Guild
Committee. It described the data that members
who participate should collect and submit and how
the information would be analysed. It then described the
benchmarks that were to be adopted to enable wmparisons to be made between different areas and different
one-name studies.
This Part looks at how distribution maps will be produced from the data submitted and incorporated into a
Guild publication that will make a major contribution to
the study of British surname distribution. It goes on to
look at other ways of analysing the data, for example
using registration districts and parish.
C: PRODUCING
1. Mapping

THE END-PRODUCT

the Data

Lotus i-Z-3 for Windows. which I used to produce the
skeleton spreadsheet. has a Maps facility that will generate a map automatically horn the data which you
submit, which you can then resize, alter the value bands
and/or colours used. As part of my One-Name Study of
RIGGS, I have used this to produce surname distributions
for the U.S.A.. Canada, Australia and South Africa by
states/provinces. Members who own that program could
use it to map their surname distributions in those countries and to plot non-British censuses. Naturally, however, you
“se Lotus Maps to produce a map of
British pre-1974 counties.
When I first wanted to plot
my 1881 census data, GenMap UK had not been written - this is a program by
Stephen Archer who wrote
/C/Read
and which wa5 reviewed by Guild member
Robert Clayton in the May
issue of Family Tree Magarine [and on page 91 of this
issue of the journal - Ed.].
Birdie,
reviewed in its June
issue, had not been written
then either. I had tried packanother genealogical
back,
mapping program but found
that, though you could “se
that to map events at parish
level, you lost the low-level
detail N you “zoomed” o”t
to cover a wider area.
So I produced my maps
using a program which, if
you have a computer and
use the Windows operating

cannot
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system, you already own - Paintbrush
(renamed Paint in
Windows 95). Because it is included in the standard
Windows package at no extra cost, it is sometimes ignored or certainly under-estimated.
Yet it is a fairly
powerful program which is easy to use and very suitable
for this purpose
Using Paintbrush,
I scanned a map of England and
Wales showing the pre-1974 county boundaries, and a
similar map of Scotland, [e-sized them to a common
scale and matched them up to create a map of Great
Britain. The program’s “zoom” facility enables editing to
be done at pixel level (pixels are the individual dots
making up the image on the computer screen). With this
facility, I edited the coastlines and national and county
boundary lines to standardise their width and removed
the surplus and extraneous detail horn the scanning
pPXeSS.
As part of the editing carried out at pixel level, I
checked and “repaired” N necessaly every boundary
line, to ensure that each county is delimited by an unbroken perimeter. In other words. its boundary is marked
by strings of pixels of the same colour. each of which
touches the one next to it without leaving any gap. This
safeguard enables you to flood-fill completely any one
county on the map, with pixels of the colour appropriate
to the value of a benchmark. You do this by simply
clicking the mouse on the program’s “paint roller” facility
and clicking it again with the mouse pointing to the
county concerned. If there were a gap in the perimeter,
however. the c&wr would “bleed” through that gap and
completely fill the adjacent county area as well,

The screenshot reproduced here shows /‘a,~lbrush
zoomed in on the boundaries of Kinross. Clackmannan
and Fife (also shown at normal scale in the box at its top
left). The double-thickness line (2 pixels wide) represents
the coastline and the “paint roller” tool is the one with
the black background, which denotes it is in u5e:
The result of this extensive editing is a template, which
you can use like a “painting by numbers” canvas to map
the distribution benchmark values by county of any surname. The spreadsheet data for a particular surname can
then be expressed graphically. as Maps 1 and 2 have
shown (pages 56 and 57).
2. The format of the new Guild publication
I proposed that the resultant Guild publication should
be a paperback book of standard A5 size, each page
containing a single (black and white) map for each surname showing its county densities, and identifying its
Main Counties. Because of the anomalies caused by
counties with low populations, the table giving the key
to the higher density counties must also include the
corresponding numbers, percentages and frequencies, a
shown in the specimen map for the surname RIGGS.

“landscape”
to read.

orientation),

3. Added value services

making the book far less easy

for members

The total number of pages will depend upon your response and I hope that a large number of members will
wish to see the results of their work in print. Everyone
will be actively encouraged to contribute, and those participating will be able ta subscribe to the completed
book at a special pre-publication price.
After each member’s data has been input to the central
spreadsheet and the resultant map generated, a cornputer-printed copy of both will be returned to the member. Members will also have the opportunity to purchase
a floppy disk containing the same data, together with
instructions as to how to adapt the spreadsheet and map
to reflect other data.
Furthermore, each contributor will also have the option
of purchasing a disc containing the blank “template” of
the Registration District map described in the next section, d&&Is of how to identify the RD.5 on the map. a
schedule of piece numbers relating to the various RD.5
for the 19th century censuses, and the changes in RD.5
that took place prior to 1900. You can also use this
template for civil registration data as well as other cenSUSCS.
I know members will appreciate that it would be
wrong for me to respond to requests from any member
for any of this information other than as part of the Project. Otherwise, the attractiveness of such a package of
setvices would be devalued. As a package, these
“added-value” sewices provide extra incentive for members to take part in what I hope all agree will be an exdting and challenging Guild project.
Its overall timescale depends on the number of surnames to be mapped, and the length of time you need
to compile the appropriate data (if you have not already
done so). But I would like to see the Guild publication of
the results being available in 1999, since this would be
an admirable way of commemorating the 20th anniversary of the Guild’s foundation
D: OTHER WAYS TO ANALYSE
1. Distribution

Two alternatives were to show both the density map
and the percentage map for the same surname on one
page: or to include dens@ maps for hvo surnames on
one page, almost halving the total number of pages in
the book, and therefore its printing costs. But, in both
cases, the scale of the maps would have to be smaller by
one-third (the same size as in this article) and the maps
would have to be printed sideways (what is called
The/oumal
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within

Registration

1881 DATA
Districts

The maps of the pre-1974 counties are a good framework to demonstrate
1881 surname distribution
in
graphic format to the public at large. However, you can
gain a more accurate picture if you analyse the distribution at Registration District level. There is an invaluable
Index to Census Registration Districts, compiled by M. E.
Briant Rosier and published by the FFHS, which lists the
PRO piece numbers for each district in the 19th century
censuses for England & Wales. Thus it can be used to
translate the piece number of every entry for a specific
surname to identify the RD. where it occurs. You can
then construct a spreadsheet to calculate occurrences,
percentages, frequencies +d densities for these RD.s, in
the same way as for counties. The results can also be
illustrated in a similar way, a in Map 4.
The RD. template used for this map is one I created
originally to illustrate statistics for the St Catherine’s
House indexes. I built it up in a similar manner to the
77

template for the counties map, by running the Paiotbrush
program to scan a map of England 8. Wales showing the
1851 RD.s. I then re-sized and “repaired” it ready for
use to map the values in each district for any surname.
Two additional steps were necessary to create this template: I added a scanned image of the boundaries of the
London RD.% and I had to re-draw the boundaries fa
certain RD.5 to reflect the changes that occurred after
1851.

some cases the surname occurs in only one RD. in a
county and therefore it5 distribution is more scattered.
The RD. maps also narrow down more precisely a surname’s epicentre(s).
In the cz.e of RlGG. you can see that by far the highest
number of occurrences is in Rochdale, Lancashire. You
can also see that Todmorden, with the highest density in
Yorkshire, is on the Lanushire border adjacent to Rochdale. But the district with the greatest density and the
second highest number is Ulverstone. Although part of
Lancashire. it is actually situated in the Lake District and
is adjacent to Kendal in Westmorland, which had the
second highest density and the third highest number of
occurrences. All the RD.5 in that north-west corner of
England have consistently
high densities, reflecting
Weshnorland and Cumberland’s rankings on the county
map.
In the case of RICGS (included in my original paper but
omitted here through lack of space) there are consistently high densities in all of the Dorset RD.5 and in
Christchurch (which later be-me part of Dorset). The
extraordinarily high densities in Blandford and Dorchester
district5 (174 and 168) confirm without doubt that this
was the epicentre of the surname at the time of the 1881
ce”S”S.
2. Distribution

I have not managed to obtain a similar map of Scottish
RD.5. and 50 I have confined my analysis at district level
to England and Wales, and I used the combined totals
for these two countries N the basis for calculating the
percentages/ frequencies. I obtained the total population
for each district for input into the underlying separate
spreadsheet from the figures included in the official 1881
Population Tables.
The problems caused by the fluctuations in population
size. which I met when analysing by density within
county. apply also to district analysis. For instance, 4 person5 with the surname RlCXS in Bellingham RD.. Northumberland (population 6.000 plus) produce a density of
17.2, but in lslington RD.(280,000 plus) they produce a
density of only 0.4. Because of this, I have included the
number of occurrence5 on the Densities maps against
the RD.5 listed (those having a density greater than 20).
If you compare Map 4 against Map 2 (the corresponding map at county level), you will 5ee immediately the
different impression that an RD. map gives. Map 2 (on
the cover of the July Journ4
suggests extensive distribution since it shows RIGG in 31 of the 39 English ccunties. But Map 4 reflects more accurately the fact that in
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within

Parishes

of a county

Once the Primary County ha5 been established for a
surname, you can construct a third type of template, to
represent surname distribution by parish within that Primary County. Maps showing the parish boundaries
within counties are available from County Record Offices
and other 5ources.
If you have a computer but do not have a scanner, you
could take the appropriate map to d computer bureau:
for a fee of a few pounds, they will probably agree to
scan it for you (possibly while you wait) and copy the
image onto a floppy disk for you to take away and input
to your own computer (both Paintbrush and Paint accept
files in .BMP or .PCX formats).
For distribution by parish. I converted the number5
within each parish a5 percentages of the total occurrences in the county, rather than of the national total
(e.g. “15% of the occurrences within the county are in
parish A”). Similarly, I calculated parish densities relative
to the total population of the county, since the densities
relative to the national population are atronomically
high. You should be able to obtain the parish populations from the “Table of Population, 1801-1901” in the
appropriate volume of the Victoria County Histoty.
Map 5 is an example of a Parish Distribution Map,
showing the relative densities of the surname RlGGS
within Dorset in the 1871 cen5us. Cheselboume is
clearly identified a5 the Primary parish, with 72 of its 408
inhabitants having the surname (almost 7% of all the
RJGCS in Great Britain) this is the parish where I have
traced my own ancestors back to 1665. Of the parishes
listed (those with a density greater thar i O), all but two
lie on a distinctive axis which mns north-south.
A5 you can see, a Parish Distribution Map enables you
to show an epicentre with pinpoint accuracy
But bear in mind, as with all your analyses, these are
the epicentre5 its at that point in time only, not necessarily the original epicentres for that surname.
lhe/oumal
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3. Birthplaces

of “head of family”

Bear in mind ZJso that. by 188 1, the migration from agricultural occupations and villages
to industrial occupations and towns was well
advanced. As a result, surname distribution
patterns will not be so clear-cut as they were
a generation or mclre earlier.
But you can [e-create these earlier patterns
to a certain degree, if you analyse your surname against the parameter not of current
residence but of birthplace for the head of the
household, or of the “senior” person with that
surname if he or she is in lodgings. or in
setvice. etc.
The results of such analysis is not statistically reliable because
1. Where there is more than one surname
present in a household, that household will
be counted for each surname analysed. Correlation with the total number of households in
names group RICGS with RIG&(E): Reaney in his Dica county or country to calculate density is thus impractitionay
of British Surnames
has a single entry for “RlGG,
cable.
2. The time elapsed since birth can vary from a few RICGE, RIGGS”: whilst Hanks and Hodge link “RlGG(E).
months, in the of a baby “visitor”, to almost a cen- RIGGS’ together as variants of RIDGE and claim they are
tury (although in practice it normally averages out at both northern.
between one and two generations).
This is why I extended my studies of the 1881 sur3. No account is taken of the size of each household. A name distributions to cover RIGG, to prove that it was
number of children from one family may all have dis- being linked with RlGGS mistakenly (i.e. it was a
persed into service in separate households, in which
“pseudo-variant”
and not a true variant). My findings
case each will be counted, but another large family may confirmed that RIGGS and RlGG are distinctly separate
have remained intact and thus be counted as a single
(other than where mutually confused when wrongly
transcribed!). The maps clearly illustrate this and also
household.
Nevertheless you can glean extra insight into surname
that, whilst RlGG is northern, RKGS is definitely southern.
distribution from su& an analysis. Wlth the wrname
IUGGS, Dorset is the Primary County with 394 of the
1,041 persons in Blit& (37.8%). Analysing by houseAs you can see, the 1881 Census indexes are a rich
hold shows that Dorsa$c.b&iqed
133 of the 400 RIGGS source of information on surname distribution. I hope
“households” (33.3%). but it was the county of birth for that, in describing the uses that I have made of the data,
the “head” person with that s~rnarne in the case of 2 13 I may have stimulated you to think of further possibilities
of these 400 (53.3%). Expressed another way, 80 of the in your own One-Name Study and, above all, persuaded
267 “households”
ou’&de Dorset had migrated from you to contribute to our new Guild Project.
Dorset, strongly confirming its claim as Primaly County.
4. ulsprovmg

common

or1g11

THE GUILD COMMlllEE urges all members who can ob
tain access to the UK 1881 Census Index microfiches to
take part in the Guild 1881 Census Project. Data input
forms are enclosed with this Journal mailing and these
give details of Family History Centres in UK and Ireland
which are known to hold the full indexes. Other libraries
also hold the indexes but many do not hold the Scottish
counties indexes which are essential data for the project.
Now that the full Indexes have been published, it is an
opportunity for all members to ensure their data collection
conforms to Guild recommendations for registration in
categories A and B and to contribute to this, the Guild’s
1first major collaborative project.
r/le/oumal
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GUILDANNUAL
CONFERENCEANDAGM
3rd-5th April 1998 is a weekend
to enter in
your diary now. It’s the Guild Annual Conference which, after the success of 1997, will again
be held at the Lime Trees Hotel, Northampton.
The Annual General Meeting of the Guild will be
on Saturday, 4th April 1998.
I
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Motives for Migration
Mike Spathaky
ISTENING TO THE SPEAKERS at the Guild’s Annual
Chference at Northampton, I was reminded of the
wealth of material about migration collected in the
Cree One-Name Study, The talk on Liverpool brought
back memories of my own family’s migration through
that great migration port to Ireland. I still have a vivid
impression of a thriving port with huge dock buildings,
ships, cranes and dock workers (I was eight years old).
I starting musing on why our family moved to Ireland
and later back to England, and why people migrate in
general. The conference speakers were good on collecting the facts but rarely spoke of the motives. Some suggested that we would be tracing only the migrations of
OU~;UK~S~O~S. AS O~~-XUTICE
we research d broader field
than our own ancestors (including those who are now
ilowxre’s ancestors) so we should be in a good position
to come up with some insights on why people move. I
don’t claim to have discovered all the answers, but can
hopefully point to sane questions.

Motives for staying
copyholders

put - merchants

but

and

ir may seem perverse
the motives for staying put
should also help us understand why people have moved
away. Cree researches led us fairly quickly to merchant
burgesses in Perth in the eighteenth century. We then
worked out a number of genealogies back to around
1600 when Crees were already Deacons of Trade Guilds
in Peith. We located influential families in state documents of the mid-sixteenth century and more recently
found a John of Cre recorded N a member of the Perth
Guildry Incorporation in 1459 and 1462. It now seems
that tree merchants were burgesses of Perth for 400
yeas.
The clue to this continuity lies in the monopolies
gained in the Middle Ages by the merchant families in
the Burgh Incorporations. To gain admission to the Guildry you either had to be the son of a burgess or marry a
burgess’s daughter. Admission by purchase was allowed
at certain periods but was strictly controlled and only
those already well connected could normally afford it.
With prospects at home well protected there was little
incentive to move away.
Away from the urban scene the inheritance of land was
iI> most areas by primogeniture
the eldest son took all and so estates were rarely divided. It is often thought
that this only affected wealthy landowners, but even a
humble copyholder was governed by the sane rule of
inheritance. Copyholders had held their tenancy of land
‘as of right from time immemorial. Rents were originally
by service, working so many days a year for the lord of
the manor, and providing so many chickens or pigs per
year: but later became commuted to fixed money rents
which inflation gradually decreased in value. No-one
couid turn a copyholder out of his land and his eldest son
could inherit by right.

So the same few acres of land that James Cree had
farmed in B&over at his marriage to Elinor Edson in
1687 were still held by his great-great-grandson
John
Cree and his wife Mary Anne E&son 300 yean later. At
each generation the eldest son had gone to the B&over
Manor Court at the Swan Inn (publican Joseph Cree in
1863) to be “granted seisin thereof by a rod according to
the custom of the said Manor to have and to hold to him
and his &signs. heirs,,. and he gave to the Lord for such
Estate and Entry Five Shillings and Fourpence.” James had
been a simple copyholder: John WN proud to describe
himself as a yeoman.
Early

Cree

migrations

from

Perth

While there were some who had every incentive to
stay put, others found it better to move. An early Cree
migration from Scotland was to County Down in Ireland
where many Cree families are found today. As we have
not found the original Cree migrants we can only guess
that they were part of the Ulster Plantation of the early
17th Century. This has been described N “one of the
most politically significant mass migrations to have taken
Place in Western Europe since medieval times” in which
the native population was entirely removed from the area
of County Down where the earliest Cree occurrences are
found’. While James I and his government had political
motives, the migrants were undoubtedly seeking land. A
century later when rack rents. poor harvests and subdivision of holdings rendered the land incapable bf supporting the population, another major migration took place
from there to America, where several Cree families can
be identified amongst the “Scotch-Irish” of Pennsylvania
in the 1770s.
The hope of owning land of their own is a persistent
feature of transatlantic migrants. But the migration bug
would not leave them. They would settle in one place
and then move again in search of better land until they
reached the hontier of settled land. The history of Cree
families in the USA shows that some of the next generation would stay while sane would move on again alwaYs “out west”.
Meanwhile back in Perth we have noted a period of
dispersal of families after the political upheavals of 168890. While two sons of the first Cree Provost of Perth
stayed and themselves became Provosts. several other
sons moved, not far at first, just down the Tay to Abernethy. Other Cree cousins also left Perth at this time,
such as Patrick Cree who became a merchant in Glagow
and WN followed by a nephew who founded another
Cree dynasty which is still represented in Glasgow. We
suspect the motive for these moves from Perth could
have been religious oppression. The next generation of
the Abernethy families are suspected of being the trees
that turn up in Fife, in Biggar (Lanarkshire) and possibly in
South Yorkshire where stable lines continued for many
’ Robinson, Philip, p/Nltatio” of Ulster, Dublin 1984

/

generations. although a few stayed on to fish salmon and
sell beer - there is still a Cree’s Inn at Abemethy.

A migration

culture

We have seen how migration, once started, can become a habit: perhaps the option of upping sticks beccme~ part of a Family’s culture. Over five generations d
tree family from County Down moved to Cork, then to
Pembroke in Wales, to Sussex and to New Zealand
where Alec Cree is the Cree FHS representative. Alec’s
brother Trevor of Sussex tells of the family memory of a
village name that enabled him to trace the tortuous route
back to County Down.
The Cree merchants of Glasgow have sent family
members to the four corners of the world, although there
are still family members in that great city. The Guild
Conference speaker on New Zealand archives brought to
mind Jessie Cree who married William Brown in Glasgow
in 186 1. Although both their fathers had died, they were
still comfortably off, N the fathers had been merchant
burgesses of Glasgow. Jessie and William sailed to New
Zealand separately. accompanying
two shipmenk
of
sheep that formed the foundation of present South Island
sheep stocks. From Jessie’s letters it is clear they had
planned a life of rural happiness sheep-Faming in a remote cottage. The reality of bearing and rearing children
in isolation may have been the reason for early moves,
first into a small town, where William became a shopkeeper, and then to Dunedin where he founded an accountancy practice. The letters give a clear indication that
cheap land was a major reason for their migration. Their
descendants in New Zealand have kept the Cree name
alive N first or middle names.

From country

to town

In moving to a town William and Jessie were following
a well-trodden
road. John Cree of Bolsover was a
younger son so WN unlikely to inherit his father’s land.
He may also have blotted his copybook by having two
illegitimate children. In 1733 he migrated to Mansfield
just eight miles away though in the next county. The
parish authorities there insisted he bring a Settlement
Certificate [see front cover] for himself, his wife Martha
and his son John. Twenty-six years later the son came
back to Bolsover, but only to claim his “Settlement” and
a Certificate for “John Cree, Dorothy his wfe and James
their son.“. It is relevant to note that James Gee, who
WN five years old at that time. was to spend most of his
life in Mansfield N a framework knitter, but returned to
Bolsover in his seventies to farm within half a mile of his
grandfather’s birthplace, now held by his Cree second
cousin. James also cane to describe himself as a yeoman.
Another wave of Cree migration to Mansfield came in
the 1830s when John and Jane tree settled there after
periods N textile workers in Worksop and Southwell. The
census records show many of their descendants living in
the crowded terraces and both men and women working
in the cotton mills. In 1861 their granddaughter Jane
Cree aged 15 was a “winder of cops” and a lodger in her
aunt’s house. Another lodger in the house was James
Brown aged 32 an American “Visitor”, whose occupation
was “Preacher (Saints)“. In 1864 we find immigration
The/oumal
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William 1
Transcriot
of 1846 lm3
Greaves in Philadelphia
to Joe Cree in NIEW
York. The 1841 Census (see Fig. 2) shows tt 1at
both were from Swanwick,
Derbyshire
- “tt lat
little place”. The letter shows the preoccul ,ation of immigrants
with going “out west” to
farm.
foseph
Cree
166 Mlllbw~
New York

st.

Philadelphia
Aug 2 7/46
friend
Gee,
I have to apologise
Ibr being so remiss in not c
sweriing yours
bei%xe but I can assure you that ii
not out of disrespect
but entirely
neglect
with is
the excuse l have to ofir.
We are all well and doing
well. We hope you Iwe
all well and doing
well. I want to know
ifyou
1we
ready to go west and buy a f&m or ifyou
are go! “g
to wait until/ the land is iFee. I in tend if all’s well to
go out west soot
and buy a farm and I should
be
glad if you
could go along.
I should
like to ha Iwe
somebody
that I know
to settle
near.
7here
is
nothing
so likely in my opinion
as a farm and if I Lm
blest with my health Iintend
to have one.
I hope you have had a good
seaso”
with y<
Machine
and the store answers
well and that y
are getting
ahead.
We recieved
two Newspap<
from you. I have got a situation
in a large locon
iz
tive facto/y
to recut thier filex. I have been about
months
and I am vev steady
and my health is VC
good and I am getting
stout again
I hope you Yvi/l
not be so long in answering
this a I have been a nd
I will not be so long in answering
the next. My w
desires
to be remembered
to your
wi& and s+
she would flke to see her. Henrygrows
a fine boy
We was sorry to hear ofjob
Beres/brd
but nothi, “5
else could
be expected
as he carried
on. Thhe
seems to be many changes
in that little place.
Se>od
me word if you think there is any likelihood
ofya
geting
the land free and what you
think about
it,
weather
it will begot
ornot.
Brother
/ohn
Eyre is with
us and sends
his 1especk
to you. I hope you and all your i%nily
are in
qood health
as this leaves
us, thank God br if I
must now conclude
with wishing
you may be reai d!
to go west with us.
Yours

re.spectilly
Wm Greave.5

PS direct
Ol4iC.5

For Wm

Greaves

filesmith

west

Phi/a.

PC

records in New York of Jane and her mother, and there
are later adult christening and marriage records for Jane
Cree in Salt Lake City, while her father seems to have
died in Philadelphia on the journey. It seems clear that
James Brown was a Mormon missionary and that it was
his influence that inspired this Cree migration.
Joshua Cree WN a third-generation youngest son from
B&over and he too moved from country to town when
he married and settled in Newark on Trent in 1796. His
descendants found employment
as foundry workers,
81

Figure 2.1841 Census

Return for Swanwick

maltsters and watermen on the Trent sailing barges, occupations of England’s fledgling industrial revolution.
Most of them stayed in Newark to form the greatest
concentration of tree families in England today.

Back to the land
Meanwhile Joseph Cree, a great-grandson of that first
migrant to Mansfield, was struggling to support his
young family in Swanwick, one of the nearby industrial
villages that was suffering the effects of economic depression. In 1843 the whole family set sail from Liverpool for New York, leaving Joe’s parents in Derbyshire.
Their poverty is all too clear in the letters his mother and
sister wrote to him in ensuing years.
It was Joseph’s children who made the next step from
New York State “out west” to their own farms. Joseph
only made the trip in his 1z.t months taking the oak chest
that he had brought from Swanwick and. fortunately for
us. his letters, to join his daughter Mary and to die in
Clarkesville. Iowa in 1870.
Migration does not always arise out of economic necessity. In 1880 James Cree, an Edinburgh wine merchant bought land in New Mexico, presumably from the
profits of the wine trade, and became a rancher. James’s
great-grandson Charles Cree (USA Representative of the
Cree FHS) still owns a part of that land.
My own first cousin Martin Cree made a similar move
with his wife Erica in the 1970’s from Brighton, Sussex,
to become a sheep rancher in the wilds of Alberta, Canada. It’s been a hard life but they have no regrets. They
wanted to escape from England and had the courage to
do so.

showing

the Greaves family

and John Eyre.

Conclusion
We have noted the stability of merchant families and
even quite humble farmers tied to the land. We have
looked at some possible motivations
in the many
movements of Cree families and seen evidence of these
in letters and documents, notably an almost obsessive
preoccupation with land. We see younger sons and
those unhappy under economic or religious oppression
driven to move away from home, but also wealthier
people seeking a change of view or an opporhurity to
live a better life elsewhere. We have noted a drift from
countryside to town, but also some “escapes” from town
to frontier lands.
Migration seems usually to be a staged process. One
person will travel to a new country or a neighbouring
county. They will stay in touch with those left behind.
Occasionally they may return but more often relatives
will follow the pioneer migrant. The process, once
started, may continue with the next generation, moving
on within the new country or district, until roots are put
down once more.
With each individual who moves their home or who
stays where they were born, it adds interest to our onename research to ask the question, Why?
The Author:
Mike Spathaky
Member No. 1785
9 Fairstone Hill, Oadby
Leicester LEZ 5RL England
E-mail: mike@leic.u-net.com

Darlington
Robert A. Darlington

MT

EN I FIRST STARTED MY FAMILY HISTORY
research I recognised that the Darlington name
would most likely be traced to the city of Darlington in County Durham. I wrote to the curator of the museum there and he very kindly provided me
with excerpts from Histoy
of Darlington
by Hylton Dyer
Long&&,
1854. That book is my etymological source
from which I quote the following:

82

Lambade,
in his Dictionaw,
page
91. mentions
Damtun. Dearungtun,
antiquitus,
and Dean@ton
ds a market
town in the bFhoprike
of Durham.
which
one Slyr, by
lycence
of King Ethelred
gave
to AIdhone.
Byshop
of
Durham.
immediately
a&r
that he cane
to sattle the sea
[seeJ a t Durham.

The book further considers the variation from which the
name was constructed. Tongue in cheek it quotes the
Rx/oumal
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circumstances of there being only three farm houses on
the site called Dar, Ling, and Ton. More seriously it provides:
Dew or deorling, dilectus, and tun, or ton, villa,
1)
the chosen town, built on holy land.
Quoting Harrison’s Description
of England
1577
2)
there is reference to the “Dare or Dere” running by Darlington. The Dare was created in the winter when the
Skeme river overflowed creating a stream called the Dare
which created a quantity of wet land known in Danish as
ing Hence the ton on the ings of the Dare. These also
give “the town on the watery meadows” and “the town
on the small stream
Another version is “The town of Deem’s son”, ing
3)
in Saxon being equivalent to son in modem times.
One must also give attention to The Dictionay
of Surnames
by Hanks and Hedges, from which I quote recorded
in /009
ds Deathingtun
Deem
-ingtun;
a personal
name
settfement.

Some Thirteenth

Century

iiom
the old
associated
with

English
“tun “, a

Darlingtons

Identifying the earliest use of the name Darlington for
any individual. certainly takes us to Durham and Northumberland. The Fawcett Index of Clergy and North
Country Families in the library of the Society of Genealogisb has provided some thirteenth and fourteenth century examples. These include “Peter De Darlington, Vicar
of Pittington, Durham. 1230-l 235”; ‘Nicholas Darlington, Vicar of Morton, Durham, 1283-1310”: “Simon De
Darlington, Vicar of Bedlington. Northumberland -1315”,
N well N a few others, all clergymen.
Other references have turned up Ada de Derlington.
who was “precentor of Ross” in 1281 and “Johan de
Darlingtone. parson of church of Dunlopy in Forfar. renders homage in 1296”. However, it is really in Cheshire
where the family seems to have taken root and flourished. Margaret Phillips (n&e Darlington) of St. Margaret’s at Cliffe, Kent, has probably done more early research than anyone. In Norris Deeds, Volume 93, she
found John Darlington born circa 1310, whose name appears as witness to a deed of 1349, and d John Derlington became a Freeman of the City of Chester in 1397.
Most of the earliest parish records show that most present day Darlingtons will eventually be traced to the villages of Cheshire with Whitegate as the predominant
one. From the earliest findings they gradually spread to
Frodsham, Great Budworth, Northwich. Nantwich. Audley. and in the 18th century to Liverpool and Manchester. Although there are variants such as Darrington and
Damton, the Darlington version has been quite consistent from its beginning.
To assist my support of our one-name group. I put all
the Darlingtons of England and Wales on the 1881 Census Index into a database. This exercise certainly confirmed that for many years the name has Mersey River
roots rather than Durham. The only Darlington in County
Durham in 1881 was a *visitor”. Of the 2,018 names
found (2,014 if the numbers are corrected for John and
Susan and their children, Edwin and Lillian, who were
enumerated twice, once in Kent and once in Surrey) over
1,200 were in Cheshire and Lancashire. Staffordshire and
Shropshire added another 350. While some of the re7hejoumal
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maining counties were beginning to see a few names as
people began to move from traditional areas.
Today the name is abundant in Canada, Australia. New
Zealand and South Africa. Early emigrants from the UK
brought familiar names from “home” to their new lands.
In Canada two places. one in Prince Edward Island and
one in Ontario were originally called Darlington. Both no
longer exist on the maps, although the Darlington nuclear power plant in Ontario still receives much press
coverage. In the United States I have found eleven
communities bearing the name and two more in Australia.
Starting in 1722 Darlington was found in the peerage
when Sophia van Platen, mistress of George I. was created Countess of Darlington to “reward her merit in her
respective department” to quote Sir Philip Francis in
“Historical Questions” 1818. She was followed by the
Vane family, who were the Earls of Darlington from I705
through 1891, when the title became extinct.
The list of notable Darlingtons is extensive and covers
a wide range of scientific, literary, military and governmental arenas. For the genealogist, Dr. Colin Darlington
Rogers is well known through his writings. His most recent 7he Surname
Detective,
(Manchester, University
Press, 1995) includes Darlington as one of the hundred
names used in Q study of surname distribution. In the
United States the family has grown from Abraham Darlington. who came from Damhall, Cheshire, to Pennsylvania in 171 1, and now is numbered in the thousands.
One such wa5 Major General Smedley Darlington Butler,
US Marine Corps, twice winner of the Medal of Honour.
When Abraham’s descendants met in 1853 to celebrate
the sesqui centennial of his landing, it led to a Clan
Book. That book WN subsequently used to produce a
genealogical record of the family. This record WN printed
in 1900 and contains 2,756 names. Fortunately. the
book is still available as a reprint from the Higginson
Company.

Naval Darlingtons
My favourite Darlington was found in Naval Surgeon
by Dr. Edward Cree, Royal Navy, (E.P. Dutton, New York,
1982) [Published in England N 771eCree /oumak
ed. M
Levien, pub. Webb & Bower, Exeter 1981 - Ed.]. Dr.
Cree reports operating on Able Seaman Joshua Darlington to remove his right arm. As part of the landing party
to put down a notorious pirate in the middle of the last
century on Borneo, poor Darlington had shot himself in
the elbow while loading his musket. He finished out his
life as a pensioner at Greenwich.
My family research started when I retired from the
Royal Canadian Navy after 37 years. My paternal grandmother’s bible dated 1872 led to a search for grandfather, Joseph, who came to Canada in 1870. I found his
birth in Liverpool in 1849 and eventually traced back
three more generations in Liverpool. My wife and I try to
visit England every second year to combine research
with touring and pub lunches.
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Genealogicalresearchin the stateof NewHampshire
Peter Fifield Wells

A

LL RESEARCHERS in the six New England states
should be aware of an excellent publication by
the New England Historic and Genealogical Society called the Genealogist’s Handbook for New England Research. available from the Society at 101 Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116 for $15 plus shipping. It
contains complete contact information for all facilities in
the region. The Society itself is well worth a visit for any
genealogist in the area for its extensive collection of
materials of all types. While the materials are certainly
concentrated on New England they actually cover the
entire country plus some from Canada and England.
With this in mind, my comments will be directed at
those who are nble to visit the state in person. A onename study in the state is best conducted on site.
The state capital of Concord is the best place to start
any research, with four facilities being especially noteworthy for their genealogical wsources.

State vital records
Early state vital records are readily available to the
public. The Bureau of Vital Records at the Department of
Health and Human Services at Hazen Drive toward the
east oukkirts of the city, has birth records prior to 19001,
deaths, marriages and divorces prior to 1933. and marriages by surname of the bride into the 1940s. These we
tiled, roughly speaking, by surname and split into c&egories and time periods: quite convenient for one-name
research. Copies may be obtained. However, these are
secondary records copied by the town clerks and sent to
this central location. For a few localities, including most
notably the largest city of Manchester, the records are
incomplete. Later records are available only on an individual basis and with the payment of a fee.
The vital records are by no meam complete, and the
amount of information on an individual record varies
from the minimum (typical of records prior to 1800) to
very complete for the later records. Other records talked
about here will sometimes fill in the gaps, and genealogies in early town histories can be invaluable. However,
since many of them were based on oral history, they
must always be verified where possible.
The state library in downtown Concord on Park Street.
across from the capital buildings, has microfilm copies of
newspapers. the federal census for New Hampshire.
early town records, and a fairly complete collection of
town histories. The town records have a card file index
by surname plus given name.
In the next block on Park Street, the New Hampshire
Historical Society also has the town histories, and a large
collection of surname genealogies, and many other
items including, for example, cemetery records. family
bible records, a transcript of New Hampshire Revolutionary War pension pafxrs, and early church records. A
small booklet published by the head libraian has a sur-

name index to genealogies in the town histories. There
is a $5 fee for non-members to use the libray. In addition the state archives on 71 Fruit Street has various war
records and copies of early state documents.
Original vital records are most often with the towns,
unless the town has turned them over to the state. Most
clerks are co-operative with again the notable exception
being the city of Manchester. Many towns in the past
from about 1887 published their vital records in the annual town reports. Some. but not all, discontinued this
practice starting in the 1940s. The city of Manchester
never handed over all ik records to the State.
Probate and land transfer records are held at the ten
county seats. One should never overlook the value of
these, as infomxtion
on lines of descent turns up in
them that is otherwise not recorded. Early land transfer
records are in transcript form and therefore subject to
possible errors. All records are indexed, but the quality
of the indexing various with the county. Some, but not
all counties, will sell you appropriate index pages by
time period and surname. You may always purchase
copies of individual records.

Changes

of place-names

When doing your early New England research, always
be aware that county as well as town names, were not
stable. For example Concord, the state capital, was originally named Rumford and some vital records are recorded under the old name. Counties and towns were
often formed from various combinations
of existing
counties and towns. This is still happening today at the
town level. The state library has a copy of a book giving
the changes and dates of change. Town changes are also
in the Genealogist’s Handbook, first mentioned.
There are also genealogical collections in various additional libraries across the state. While many of them duplicate what is in the repositories already mentioned.
there always seems to be something in each library that
does not appear anywhere else. A list of primary libraries
may be found in the Handbook.
Finally, the New Hampshire Society of Genealogists
has a quarterly publication plus a newsletter devoted to
New Hampshire genealogy. They are also issuing a series of special publications, such as genealogical data
compiled horn state newspapers. Copies of these are to
be found at the New Hampshire Historical Society and
are available through the Society of Genealogists at PO
Box 2316. Concord, New Hampshire 03302-2316, USA.
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A voyage in the Mediterranean Sea 1878
from the diary of Richard Gillett of Hull (1839 - 1935)
Sheila West&

T”

E Ss D/DC’ ARRIVED IN HULL on Thursday, 28th
March according to the Port “Bills of Entry”. She
came from the port of Trieste and had a “General
cargo”
of 1062
tons. The Master’s name was BOND.
(Hull D&/y News, 30 March 1878, under “Bills of Entry”)
Richard’s mother WN Sarah Ann BOND and his maternal grandfather WN William BOND, a mariner. It seems
probable that the Captain WN a relative.
The Dido WN a ship of 1409 tons gross built at Earle’s
OFHull in 1862 for the Wilson Line. She was scrapped in
1894. Source:
The W/Is-on Line, Hull,
1831 - 1981, by
Arthur Credland and Michael Thompson.
JMarchl
Customs officers leave the ship and we get under way. Out
on the briny once again. 017Carlagena.
Pass through a shoal
of tort/es. Some of them as large as a dining table. Steaming
all we know in order to pass the signal station b&m
sunset.
Hurrah!
GibraltaJrJ
in sight! Up goes the ship’s number.
7he message
will be in England belore we pass the rodi.
In the Gut of Gib. here we had a narrow squeak of mnnins
down a sailing ship, owng
to ship tacking a little in front of
us. Clear of the channel
and out into the broad Atlantic.
Find the weather
growing
colder. All day sailing along the
coast of Spain. Glass going down.
Sail inside the Burlings,
that is a rock about
14 miles off the coast. Pass a large
steamer on the rocks. at the foot of cliff at least 300 ft high.
Wind heshening
fo half a gale. Ship making heavy weather.
7?1e light at finisterre
in sight. Put some awas
on the ship
to steady her. G/ass going lower.
The ship makes ail snus
br the night. Retire for the night and am rocked to sleep.
About 4 am awakened
from my slumbers
by the noise on
deck. Oh what a pandemonium.
Wind yelling.
Blocks hitting the deck. Men running overhead.
Bosun whistling
his orders. Tons of water filling
on deck.
Ship rolling.
Eveming
thrown
about the cabin and above
all, the ans’y swirl of the sea. I tell you - my hair stood on
end. I thought
my last day had come
The captain
came
down to see if I wds a/right. He said we had lost every rag
of canvas. 7haf we were in a “metier”
t?om the Northwest.
But if the engines
kept at work we should pull through
alright. But if they stopped
throbbing
I was to huny
up on
deck, latoncegot
up andputmybooh
on in case ofa run.
I wa5 sleeping
in my clothes.
Of course, sleep was out of
tie question.
so I lighted
a cigar and fbund a book by Plknsoll, called
‘K&in
Ships”,
and the worst of it was, I was
fascinated
with the beastly book.
But the longest
night has an ending
so, when daylidt
broke, I scrambled
on deck. I *alI
remember
to my &‘ing
day the sight which greeted
me. Huge mountains
of sea
running at us, on the tops of which were great breakers.
77~
wind cut the tops OK making
it fine as mist. We shipped
green
sea a?er green
sea. Now mounting
a wave.
then
rushing down into the maelstrom,
like burying
ourselves
up
to the waist in the oncoming
monster
rolling
wave. 7his we
kept up lor two au&
days. Towards
night it moderated
somewhat.
On the folowing
morning
the sight was sublimely
grand.
we were tru& rolling
in the L%y of Bisay.
?he/oumd
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7hank God - Ushant in sight
Wafer smoother.
We are under
the lea of Scilly Isles. Sef course
to Sfart Poinf.
Weather
cold. Wind strong.
07 Beachy Head. Here there has been a tenible
wr.xk.
7he Ewydice
training
ship, caught by a squall capsLzed on
the same day we cau@f
it in the Bay and over three hundredpoor
youths
were drowned.
Fair weather
all the rest of tie way.
jJhursd.ay.
March ZBtbJ
Enter the turbid water of Father Humber.
Land on shore.
iound all well at home.
7hus ends a voyage of two months.
lhave
on@ one wish
and that is that more people
who seek rest and change
would take advantage
of the oppatunity
presented
at their
own door of visiting
It&
Richard

Gill&t

Notes:
The HMS Euydlce
was a training ship. It overturned and
sank in a squall off the Isle of Wight on March 24th.
1878, with the loss of 300 lives. It was returning from
Bermuda. It was later refloated. Sources Bwk of S&pwrecks by Kenneth Hudson 8. Ann Nichols (Macmillan,
London 1979.)
The incident was fully reported in 77~ Times, including
a letter horn an eye witness who was walking on the
cliffs near Ventnor, when the squall hit him.
lhe Times Thursday. March 28th. i 878. page 7. Kew
Meteorological Report for the neighbourhood of London
during the week ending March 27th: 7his week’s
weafher
wil be memorable
for the remarkably
sudden
squall
which passed
over qn Sunday,
as well as /or the
succession
of severe
f&-ts
shxe
the 23rd..
Barometric
p’essure
gave
way uniformly
until 3.35 on Sunday
afternoon,
when the heavy rnass~
of cloud quiddygatherrd
fhe direction
of the wind shi/ted
to NhW and the v&xliy suddenly
rose to half 4 gale. simultaneously
there was
a sight
rise in the barometer
and the thermometer
kll
very rapidly.

The contributor Sheila Weston, a great grand-daughter
of Richard Gill&, has made a few amendments to spelling, punctuation and layout of this extract, which is from
the last few days of a voyage that included visits to various ports in Sardinia, the Adriatic and Spain.
The original diary is the property of Jack Todd who has
given permission to the extract contributed for this article
to be published.

Han&. SO51 8PN England
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A family party recalled
Tony Pomeroy

R

ECENTLY I WAS INVFFED to a family twenty-first
birthday party. It was a part of the family with
which I have only distant connections. I had been
to a previous function they had organised some years
before and that had been very enjoyable. This time it was
suggested that I got together with several others horn
our paticular limb which has been growing over recent
years. We were perhaps a bit unknown to others, and
indeed to each other because we were very scattered.
having only been able to get together occasionally as a
group. Therefore, it seemed like a good opportunity on
two counts. Add to that the fact that the date was a holiday weekend, the venue a pleasant seaside location in
the far west and it became an even better invitation.
When we looked at the map and saw just how far
away it was. we did begin to wonder how many would
come. As we drove down it seemed almost improbable
that many would make the journey. However. at one
location some thirty-five miles from the destination and
strategically placed beside a slow piece of road, WN a
large banner welcoming us all to the party. This we
thought represented a very serious effort to have a suecessful event and so it proved!
As you may have guessed, the family was the Cornwall
Family History Society (CFHS) and its Birthday Fair. The
venue was the Princess Pavilion at Falmouth on the May
Bank Holidav weekend which moved warn? and sunnv. I
went as a member of the CFHS and particularly as a GAld
member.
The general impression of the weekend was terrific. It
is a good venue and, to accommodate all the stands,
had to be doubled in area. by a marquee as big as the
hall itself. Just N well, for over seven hundred guests
came each day. There seemed to be legions of members
helping with the event which was remarkable considering that because of emigration over many generations,
CFHS has few of its large membenhip in Cornwall. All
.~.

were trade stands galore. They ranged from the Federation to publishers large and small via a multiplicity of
related subjects. It meant that there was something for
everybody and in a very friendly and relaxed environment.
As Guild members. I think, we all had two “benefits”.
All of us did some ‘business”. Indeed one member was
almost overwhelmed by the totally unexpected arrival of
someone who brought in exhaustive details of a large
branch of his family of whose existence he was almost
“Ili3WaE.
Secondly, it was the chance to meet other Guild members. Even though we have grown a5 a group over recent years. the tyranny of distance does make it less easy
for us to get together when compared with .a geographically based society. The common link between us WN
that we all had some connection with Comish names
and we were not all living in Cornwall. Some had come a
very long way indeed. As several of us stayed in the
sme hotel, we organised dinner together on Saturday
night which wa5 both an enjoyable social event and the
chance to talk shop. It could be worth while to try to
repeat such an event again, attaching it to a similar
county fair or conference. Perhaps that is a role for the
county representatives to undertake.
So, happy birthday and coming of age to the Cornwall
FHS. Mav vou have a lona and ham-w matwitv. To my
fellow Guild members, see you at the next one.

The Keep, 3 Stokehouse Street, Poundbury,
Dorchester, Dorset DTl 3GP England
Email: 101775.2462@wmpuse~e.com

Notice to members - the Guild website
The Guild is registered under the UK Data Protection
Act. Membership details are stored in a computer database.
The contact details (postal address and. if they have
one, e-mail address) of about half of the Guild membership have been included for some months in the online
edition of the Register of One-Name
Studies which attracts many hundreds of searches each week at the
Guild’s website at www. leicester.co.ukfguild.
Members
will have made many more contacts in general, and have
reported no problems such as unwanted 01 intrusive
emails.
For the other half, the details are available via e-mail.
It’s just the procedure that’s different. Their details are
not available on the website because they have withheld
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their permission. In their cues members of the public are
invited to request the details by e-mail. This involves the
Website Manager (and others who lend a hand) in a
daily chore of answering those requests. It is now proposed that we discontinue this personal reply service.
Inclusion in the online Register will be based on
“opting out” instead of “opting in”. Once members have
had a chance to register their wish to opt out. all contact
details except those of opted out members will be published in the online version of the RegisterofOne-Name
Studies
Any member wishing to be so excluded should
tick the relevant box on Form A of the Renewal Notice
enclosed with this Journal.
Mike Spathaky, Guild Website Manager
TheJournal
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Letters
Marsden Marsden - an unusual naming practice
We are all familiar with a mother’s
maiden surname or the surname of
an earlier family member being
handed down N a second (and occasionally a first) given name within
the family. My own middle name
cane down through a variation of
this process. My one-name study of
MARSDEN families, however, turned
up the name Manden MARSDEN
which I can only assume arose as the
result of a marriage (or marriages)
where both bride and groom had the
Mars&n surname.
I First cane across a reference to
the name Marsden MARSDEN when
transcribing the CR0 birth index and
wrote it off N a Registrar’s error or a
mistake in indexing. As further references to the name appeared in other
sources, I came to realise that this
was a genuine name. To date, I have
collected references to at least eight
separate MARSDENs with the given
name Marsden. The earliest of these
seems to be the son of Peter and
Betty MARSDEN. who was baptised
at Flixton, Lancashire, on 25 April
1790. The most recent appearance is
the son of Lawrence and Anne
MARSDEN, who appears in the 1881
Census at Darwen. Lancashire, aged
6 months. All of the references appear in Lancashire and over half in
the vicinity of Darwen. I suspect a
family connection between most, if
not all, of them but have yet to
prove this.
I have never encountered this
naming practice with any other wrnames and will be very interested to
hear if other members of the Guild
have come across similar names in
the course of their studies.
Mr John Burrell Marsden
Member no. 2359
3 Hesketh Road, Sale
Cheshire, M33 5AA England

The Chapman

County

Code

I am disappointed that I was not
given the opportunity to comment
on David Abbott’s article in the July
1997 issue of the journal before it
The/oumal
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was printed. Otherwise, I could have
made him, and the readers, aware of
some vital issues regarding the work
on coding of names of counties and
similar areas in the British Isles.
Besides originating the Chapman
County Code, I am Chairman of the
British Standards Institution (BSI)
panel IDT/Z/i l/i, responsible for
the British Standard BS 6879 for the
coding of names of counties and
similar area (within the present
United Kingdom). I also Chair the
parent Committee IDT/Z/i 1 which,
in conjunction with the International
Standards Organisation (ISO), looks
after the international coding of
names of countries, current and historic and their states, provinces,
counties and similar areas: the relevant International Standard is IS0
3 166. The panel has been working
on a revised edition of the British
Standard for some two years: the
Department of the Environment no
longer uses ik code N submitted in
the 19805, and the creation of numerous new “counties” and other
administrative areas since 1996 has
rendered a further edition of the
Standard necessaly.
The work of the BSI committees
and panels is funded, to a great extent, from the sale of published
Standards, which are, accordingly
copyrighted. Mr Abbott’s offer to
freely supply a copy of the British
Standard code elements. is certainly
denying potential income to BSI and
hence undermining further work on
the very Standard that he and his
fellow genealogists are surely anxious to see published soon. and he is
also infringing copyright. I strongly
urge anyone who wishes to see the
1987 edition of BS 6879 or IS0
3166: 1993 (now termed BS EN
23 166: 1994) and use the appropriate code elemenk to purchase copies from BSI, Linford Wood, Milton
Keynes, MK14 6LE.
On account of the fact that some
individuals and organisations did not
wish to purchase the British Standard, which is based on the Chapman County Code anyway, and
which is freely available, many genealogists who were already using
my system decided to continue with
it rather than kill it off. Some back-
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ground on that may be useful for
newer members to the Guild.
In the mid- 1970s I was assisting
the Schools Council in introdudng
the use of computers into the CUTriculum of English state schools in
non-scientific subjects, including
history. Computer memory was then
limited and it was difficult to enter
vast mounk
of data. I evolved a
coding system to enable English
schools to analyse census returns
and include individuals’ birthplaces. I
later offered my code to the Federation of Family Histoty Societies,
when it became known as the
Chapman County Code. My introductory wmmenk. written in 1979,
point out that until then there were
several systems of abbreviations and
codes in use (including those of the
English Place Names Society and the
Society of Genealogists. overlooked
by Mr Abbott) and my system
sought to rationalise those for all of
the British Isles, particularly forgenealogical purposes.
In those days the BSI saw no need
to code the names of British counties. However, I lodged a copy with
the BSI as, like Mr Abbott, I am a
trained engineer accustomed to
standards. and I was anxious to prevent the proliferation of further conRicting and diverse systems.
In 1984, through the Federation of
Family History Societies, I and other
parties including the Post Office,
Ordnance Survey. Depatient
of the
Environment and Sodety of Genealogisk. persuaded the BSI there
was a need for a British Standard for
code klemenk of names for counties. Having been instrumental in
advocating a standard and having
proposed a system, I was asked to
chair the panel within the BSI which
eventually saw the publication of BS
6879 in 1987. The panel was, in essence, a sub-committee of a Committee, then DOT/l 1, already long
established (not set up to prepare
this Standard, as stated by Mr Abb&t). The Post Office was anxious
that thg British Standard three-letter
(alpha-three) code elements did not
end with the letters I or 0 so avoiding confusion with one or zero which
ik system employed for coding
postal centres - not counties: hence
87

LEI became LEC. and so on, within
BS 6879. Counties currently in the
Republic of Ireland could not appear
in a British Standard, apart from the
historic section, as prior to 1922 they
were in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland.
Mr Abbott’s article was intended
to be an obituary notice, I was saddened to find only dismissive, even
offensive, comments on the Chapman County Code: there was, as
normal in obituaries, no note of appreciation. After all. it does form the
basis of both the British and Intemat&al Standard.
Furthermore, whilst encouraging
readers to promote standardisation
by purchasing the British Standard, I
would advise them to proceed with
some caution before jeopardising the
work of the BSI, as advocated by Mr
Abbott.
Dr Colin Chapman
The New Drovers. Holywell Road
Dursley. Gloucestershire CL1 1 5RS

Consistency
in the use of
the Chapman Code
With reference to the article by David
Abbott on the Chapman County
Code, I feel I must point out one
problem he missed. When I started
entering my Wagstaffs on computer I
had to decide then (ten years ago)
on a code. The Chapman was the
best available and I have continued
to use it. The task of altering nil my
entries would be enormo”~ and I
would consider it a waste ofvaluable
time. Also as consistency is important I wish to continue using the
same code.
I would also like to say that for
consistency I decided to adopt parish
names and their counties as show
in a Gazetteer of 1856 and I continue
to use this in spite of several alterations even in the last few years.
Consistency is more important than
modernity.
Mrs Barbara Kent
Member no. 1062
17 Red Hill, Stourbridge
West Midlands DY8 1 NA England

Commercial

Activities

In the July /oumal the Chairman’s
Notes referred to the passing on of
infornxation to a commercial organi-
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sation. What does one do about the
following?
For seven years or so, I have researched the name DUNCE (not a
large family) and I have become
known to most of the living members, or they at least have known
about me. On account of this rap
port, I have accumulated a good deal
of infornxtion.
Some months ago. one of my
correspondents (there may have
been more) received a letter from
Burke’s Peerage, making the usual
offer of the World Book of Dunces.
The offer was taken up and subsequently I saw the volume. I would
have been very disappointed if I had
paid for it. for I had previously
passed on to the purchaser much
more family information.
I am gratified that I apparently
know more about DUNCES than Burkes do. However, the point is: how
many of those I have been in contact
with will suspect because of this that
I have passed or sold on to a cornmercial organisation information
which normally is freely given?
We aJl know how important relationships are in every sense of the
word, and a commercial mail shot
such as this could cause a lot of
suspicion.
Mr R G. Ham-an
Member no. 2663
62 Tredegar Road, Wilmington
Kent DA2 7A.2, England

Individual research methods
I noted with interest all the cornmats on the types of Guild membership in the April 1996 journal.
The comments were made a long
time ago now, but I believe that
views expressed then regarding how
we each go about our own study will
always be a pertinent topic.
I have to agree with lain Swinnerton that we are all at the outset individuals with our own individual
ideas and views on how we should
go about our chosen study. All we
need to do is make it clear what our
boundaries or restrictions we place
on the study. These restrictions can
be amended as the study progresses.
When I started the GILLARD study
in May 1984, I had no real idea
where it would lead. I complied with
the basic aims of registration and
continued on from there. I took note
lhe/oumal

of suggestions from other members
who wrote in the /ouma/, but really I
did it my own way and at my own
pace. I regard it N a life long study.
My particular aim is to make contact with as many people as possible
who have connections with the
GILLARD surname. In the early days I
advertised in genealogical publications which had a wide readership. I
also joined the Devon Family History
Society as many GlLLARDs originate
in the West country including my
own family.
I now receive letters from across
the globe including of course the
British Isles. I encourage my contacts, whom I regard as friends, to
pass my name on to anyone who
has GILLARD interests and to provide me with a copy of any GILLARD
information that they find in their
searches, making the point that it
may help another researcher.
In some -es I have been able to
put people with a common ancestry
in touch with each other. For others I
can provide information, pointers
and ideas. This seems to have
worked well for me. The important
thing is that they have found a point
of contact. Some write just once. but
many stay in contact as they continue their searches. Not long ago I
was invited to a family get together
by one family group whom I have
known since I started the study.
To get back to my original comments, I am conducting the study in
a way that fits in with my other
commitments, work, Family and life
in general, but at the same time
making myself and the collection of
information freely available in return
for an SAL.
The collection of data continues to
grow with inputs from myself and
others. The method that I have
adopted works well for me and I
hope the same is true for my friends,
the other GILLARD researchers.
Mr Peter Gillard
Member no. 593
47 Stewart Road, Chelmsford
Essex CM2 9BB England

Certificate
collection

and will

Entering some new birth, marriage
and death certificates on my computer recently, it struck me that my
co-researcher, Sue Kirby, and I, had
acquired by donation and purchase,
of One-Name
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a large number of them over the
years, 50 I decided to do a count,
and came up with the following for
the period 1837- 1996.
17
10
918

Australia
Canada
England
Ireland
New Zealand
Scotland
South Africa
USA
Wales..

8

2
1
4
32

~.-A

T.aal

1025

I then decided to have a look at the
Wills Collection (1559-I 996). and
came up with the following:
Australia
Canada
England
USA
WaleL~

Total

3

1
449
2
~~~~14

45s

These totals took me aback, N on
the 14 different lines being researched, there are less than 2,000
worldwide who are living.

Mr Clive Shillabeer
Member no. 565
16 Femside Rd, Talbot Park,
Bournemouth. Dorset BH9 2LA
England

In view of what must have been
spent. even allowing for donations,
we are hoping that our spouses
don’t read this letter.

More information on funeral silks

Stan Verrinder
Member no. 1813
19 Hazeldene. Seaford. Fat Sussex
BN25 4NQ England
Telephone: 01323 891760

Obtaining
research

co-operation

in

I started my one-name study of
SHILLABEER some fifteen years ago,
lapsing for a while during my relocation from Yorkshire to Dorset and
rejoining the Guild in time to reacquire my original membership number. We SHILLABEERs are a small
tribe numbering (I estimate) some
600 living souls worldwide. During
my study I have collected some
1,400 birth, 1,000 marriage and 950
death registrations from the CR0
plus, of course, numerous parish
register and census entries. With the
information from all of these, I have
been able to put together some 50
Family trees.
From time to time I have contacted
others with the surname and have
The Journal
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also had enquiries from people who
have seen my name in the Journal
and other genealogical publications,
thus making many acquaintances
along the way.
However, I do seem to have a
problem that I suspect many fellow
one-namers share. How does one
seek to contact holders of one’s particular surname and elicit their cooperation in researching their branch
of the family tree. I have occasionally
mailshot SHILLABEERs found in
phone books, with a less than suecessful result - my last letter to ten
holders of the name resulted in only
three replies. Do I now telephone
them or am I invading their privacy
even more? Having said that, the
replies I have received have been
very fruitil enabling me to trace
back to Devon - the county of origin
of the surname even the most far
flung family member.
I would welcome fellow onenarneps ideas - in fact give me a call,
I am in the phone book!

In my letter describing Funeral Silks
in the July 1997 issue of the journal,
I gave the opinion that this custom
appeared to have been local to some
villages in the East Midlands, etc.
I have now been corrected on this
assumption, having received a letter
from Rex Watson. Member No.
2333, in which he states. I quote
you su&q.sst that this custom may
have been local to pats
of the East
Midlands,
However
I have three
tiom my t&nily
in Bum&
Lanes;
dated 1916, 19.25 and 1928 all
having
been handed
down
wrapped
as yours in tissue paper and of difirent colorm
one lilac, one purple
and
one light brown.
all I think origin.4
colours
and all having
‘fronds‘

[perhaps he means a silken fringe]
top and bottom.
[Incidentally mine
have these too, but they did not
show on the photocopies.1
It would appear from this that the
custom WN more widespread than I
inferred. Also the reference to different colours makes one wonder if
these were indicative of the year or
area?
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Perhaps some other members
might enlighten us on this intriguing
custom.
Mr. Sidney Smith
Member no. 2354
93 Coniston Avenue
Knott End on Sea, Poulton-Le-Fylde
Lancashire FY6 ODREngland

How common is your surname?
Mr David Morgan commenting in
the July 1997 edition of the /oumal
on the increasing number of “Top
50” surnames registered with the
Guild (now five) makes the cornments that only two of the five have
forned one-name sockties. He recalls, in connection with his own
work, that there have been only six
applications for information “which
surely indicates that the Guild has
failed to deliver objective No. 6”. He
asks that our Treasurer be persuaded
“to spend money on advertising the
registered names - Internet is not
enough”.
I run the Thompson one name
study which is surely a labour of love
because of its magnitude and an impossible task in reality for one person
to do. I have not formed a society
which perhaps I should, but time is
against me until I eventually retire,
perhaps in another IO years. However, I believe that I do secure the
widest possible public awareness.
Why? Because I am on the Internet.
Whereas I might receive many more
applications for information if I were
more widely known through other
means, my Web pages attract some
800 to 1,000 enquiries a year (that is
a guess, but it must be of that order).
I run a Can You Help?selvice
which
allows correspondents to have their
enquiries posted on the Internet for
an unlimited period at no cost, so all
who have Internet access can read
them. I know that there have been
son-e successes as a result, though I
do not know how many. The enquiries come from all over the world,
although about 50% seem to be
from the United States where there
seems to have been just as many
Thompsons and variations as in the
United Kingdom.
My point is that as more people
have access to the Internet. it is a
very useful and cheap way of securing the widest possible public
awareness. though I am sure that
some other form of advertising as
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well would be in order. But where?
The obvious places are where the
researchers go. the Libraries, the Record Offices, the Family History Societies and the like. but is this not
already happening?
Mr Michael Thompson
Member no. 259U
19 Rectory Terrace, Cosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 IYB
Web site: www.geocities.com/
athens/2249/ Email: mthompsona
c‘xnpusewe.can

Problems for future genealogists
Whilst most people view delving
into family histories as little more
than a subject of general interest,
genealogy does have a more serious
side. It is of considerable interest to
social historians. and in recent times
it has become the subject of intense
study by geneticists.
Accordingly, we are faced with
something of a dilemma in our
modern society. What do we do
about recording the births where the
parents are not “married” in the legal
sense? Clearly, genetics does not
stop because there is the lack of legal and irrefutable documentation,
and yet such documentation has always been seen as essential for the
exact and proper construction of
family histories.
On several occasions the author
has come across partnerships and
births that would not, normally, figure in the assembly of family histories. There is little doubt that such

inddences also happened in the
past, but they would probably have
been exceptional and, as such, can
be largely discounted. However,
times are changing, and there are
now greater and greater numbers of
people who form lasting partnerships
without feeling the need or necessity
to legalise them by ceremony. Indeed. the prevalence is such that
even bodies responsible for govemment legislation are having to acknowledge them.
In part. the increased emancipation of women may be responsible
for the change, but there is also the
greater freedom demanded and
granted to people as a whole. Whatever the reason, the genealogist has
the problem of dealing with the results. Often children of such partnerships will retain the surname of their
mother, but this is by no means certain. Sometimes the woman in such
a partnership will change her own
name by deed pole or simply by
common usage. The future confusion
over these issues will, inevitably,
weave itself into a complexity that
maybe almost impossible to unravel.
Added to this. there are an increasing number of marriages in which
the wife decides to retain her own
surname, rather than take up that of
her husband
The problem for the family historian is how to deal with these matters. Often partnership relations only
come to light because we know of
the fiunily and are made party to its
more intimate details. Should they
be recorded? Have we, indeed, the
right to record them? That which is

public knowledge and record pose
no problems. That which is a private
arrangement between two people,
almost certainly needs to be left as
such, unless we first seek their permission to include the details within
the family history. If they refuse, then
there is little that can be done, it is
their privilege.
In the future, family names could
become totally chaotic. If the trend
continues, and I think there is every
reason to believe that it will, then it
may become virtually impossible to
determine what relationships exist
between people. This could be exacerbated by the greater trend towards population movement and the
breaking down of the cellular family
structures. No doubt geneticists will
see the danger of interbreeding being a logical outcome, people being
quite unaware of whom their cousins, uncles and aunts are. I do not
see this as an argument to retain
traditional ways of doing things. Society evolves, and it is incumbent
upon us to evolve with it: or at least
to understand that it is happening
and adapt ourselves. It may mean
that future family historians will need
to sharpen their detective skills.
Certainly, they will need to be more
and more circumspect about the information that they have, until now,
published with such freedom.
Mr Peter Amsden
Member no. 1053
Oak Bank. Southwaite
Cumbria, CA4 OEW, England
Email: amsden@btintemet.com

Reports of One-Name Meetings
Pomeroy

Gathering

ANYONE WHO SAW
the national press on
Monday, 30 June 1997,
will have seen the climax of our one name event. A
quarter page in 7he Times had a
picture of nearly 200 of us, with an
inset of Alf Pomeroy from Totnes, in
his ninetieth year, the oldest, and my
grand-daughter, Lard at 18 months,
the youngest. This was matched by a
similar portrayal of family historic
characters in 7he Mail. The west
country press spread even more.
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The concept of a Pomeroy one
name gathering had evolved over
the years. As our ancestors didcome
over with the Conqueror, didbuild
Berry Pomeroy Castle in Devon and
did live there for nearly 400 years, it
seemed the sensible place to meet.
True the castle had been a ruin since
1700 but the village is round the
comer with a hall and a church zad
very friendly people. In late 1995 we
fixed the date for 28/29 June 1997
to give a long lead time for overseas
family to plan travel. In the event a
couple of long distance travellers
from Australia and from New ZeaThe Journal

land only decided to come within
the month beforehand!
Late in 1996, a mail shot around
Pomeroy addresses collected over
several years indicated that there
was an adequate level of interest. A
more detailed mailing in January
asked for a small deposit and by mid
May the numbers were confirmed at
about 75. In the last six weeks the
total doubled. To alert any local
Poms, we sent a press release to all
the west country papers and BBC
Radio Devon. They all gave us coverage and there were two broadcasts. The second was from the radio
of One-Name
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car at 8.30 on the Saturday, which
included visitors from New Zealand
and the United States. That brought
yet more family along and the numbers swelled even more. The power
of publicity!
What did we do? First, English
Heritage were tremendously helpful.
They had been renovating the castle
for years. The work was finished just
before we got there and they also
produced a revised and updated
guide book. Their Keeper of Historic
Buildings and the archaeologist gave
conducted tours, showing us round
the parts that had been under SC&
folding for years. The tea rooms did a
roaring trade.
On the Friday evening we laid out
most of the resource material in the
village hall. There were wallets
holding specific information such as
the extracts from the CR0 and there
was more local material in folders by
county and country. There were
pedigrees, maps and items of interest on the walls. We had put together a pack for each family made
up with a programme. attendance
lists and most importantly a blank
pedigree chart for them to complete.
In theory we were opening the
doors at 1000 hrs, but by 0930 the
first families had arrived and fell to
work devouring inforn-ation. By
1030 the place was bulging and so it
went on all day and throughout Sunday morning. Everyone joined in.

ception desk, American cousins were
selling photographs and sweat shirts,
while relays from all over made tea
and cotTee and washed up in the
kitchen. A couple of Americans with
their penchant for psychoanalysis
reckoned that green eyed Pomeroy
males married strong women as they
wanted a quiet life with arguments
waged on their behalf! Long standing correspondents who had been
but signatures on a page became
real people. Friendships were made
and at least one long lost family
were reunited.
We had laid on a photographer for
the group picture at the Castle but
the local paparazzi all came so there
were six long lenses draped over the
battlements. snapping furiously.
Hence the reportage to the national
press. After the photo session, we
had a talk in the church followed by
a formal meeting to set up the
Pomeroy Family Association, cornplete with area representatives for
Canada. USA, Australia and New
Zealand.
That evening, the Seven Stars Hotel in Totnes provided a buffet dinner
where 85 of us enjoyed a good meal
and joined in more chatter and discovery. Serendipitously, there was
one American Porn staying in the
hotel, blissfully unaware of the event
until. chatting in the bar he learned
about the dinner and asked if he
could join us.

Sunday was a bit quieter, for some
family had only been able to come
for Saturday. There was a very enjoyable morning service at the end of
which we presented a.cheque to St
Mary’s Church in Berry Pomeroy toward the purchase of sane new altar
linen. Then it was back to the hall to
pack up and lunch before a performance of A Midsummer Nights Dream
in the Castle.
Homecoming after all that was a
bit Rat. Was it all worth it? Yes it
was. As far as I was concerned, it
was the culmination of ideas that had
been evolving for years. Friendships
have been made. The volume and
wamth of the letters I have received
since from those who were there
make it clear that many other Poms
thought the same. There has been a
flood of further calls and letters from
family who had read the papers and
many more have joined the Family
Association. By popular demand, the
next Gathering will be in the year
2OCO. Oh, and Madam Registrar. can
we change our registration to Grade
A please?
Tony Pomeroy
Member no. 616
The Keep, 3 Stokehouse Street
Poundbury. Dorchester
Dorset, DT1 3GP England
Tel/fax: 01305 257 570 Email:
101775.2462&0mpuserve.com

Reviews
GENMAP

UK

A windows computer programme
mapping system for historic and
genealogical
data, written by
Stephen Archer with maps by
Harold Mills. Available from Stephen Archer 90 St Albans Road,
Dartford, Kent DA1 1TY. Email
100142.2542@compuserve.com
For information
and update see
Internet Web site
http://ourworld.compusenre.com/
homepages/steve_archer/
Most family historians produce maps
to illustrate their family history. All
one-name study researchers produce
maps for either surname distribution

purposes or to record the movements or spread of a name. This
program saves hours of marking and
colouring blank maps of the UK. The
finished maps can then be revised
and modified as information
changes.
The program uses data from the ICI
(converted by IGIREAD) or your own
database (imported into GENMAP
using dbase format or gedcom) by
recognising the county, parish and
event year fields. From the infonnation it can produce either county fill
maps or dot distribution maps. The
map can be a full coastline map with
or without Ireland. You can “se a
number of pre-programmed geographical starting points or by
zooming into specific areas you can

alter the view you want to select.
Both county names or parish names
cm bv included in the map as can
the count of the number of occurrences. The information can be
separated into periods elected by the
user. Full titling and selection of the
fonts you wish to use are easily chosen.
The colours used for both the
screen, and the printed version of the
map are also selectable and if you do
not have a colour printer you will
soon learn the colours that give the
variety of grey scales to suit you.
GENMAP uses norm.4 Window
functions and techniques which
shorten the learning period. A simple users guide will give you all the

mswer~ you need if the on-line help
does not.
The place-name gazetteer uses
parish names found in Phillimores
plus variations in spelling that are
common. Each place is plotted using
the Ordnance Survey National Grid
reference. GENMAP also gives you
the opportunity to edit and add new
entries to this gazetteer.
My enthusiasm for this program is
limitless. From sight of one of the
early development versions to the
latest very professional editions, I
have found a tool that I consider will
become essential not only to family
historians, but also to other historians. Why a program of this type has
not been available before, I cannot
imagine. Stephen and Harold deselve our thanks For producing this
software.
The cost is f24.95
which makes it
fantastic value for money. Whatever
value you place on your leisure time,
this program will soon repay the
time saved producing and revising
maps for you research.
If you do not use a computer for
your Family history this program

alone should persuade you to invest
in computer lessons and a machine
of your own.
David Cufley

The Wheatsheaf
The Journal of the Whitworth
One Name Study Group.
Volume 1, Number 1,1997.
Newsletter, folded A3 format, 4
pages. Edited and Published by
Alan Whitworth,
10 The Carrs,
Sleights, Whitby, North Yorkshire
YO21 1RR.
This is a gallant first attempt at a
Newsletter by this Guild registered
group. The Newsletter contains
some interesting articles even a
couple of illustrations. Anybody with
a connection to this name should be
encouraged to support this venture
and contribute to the next edition.
My only criticism is that the layout
could be improved.

in UK

I have access to the BT disk of UK
phone numbers, which provides
search statistics. For example, a 30second search tells me there are
189,149 subscribers named SMFFH
in the UK phone books, and 6,640 of
them are in London, (and two with
my postcode, W3 ODE). I will let
members of the Guild know the
number of entries for any names of
interest (registered or not, and I am
very happy to try obscure variants),
and the number in up to five counties or post-town areas.
Note that these are modem counties, as of 1974 to 1996, i.e. Avon,
South Yorkshire and Cleveland are
there. (If you don’t specify counties I
will give you London, and possibly
one or two others that 1 notice are
Frequent). Also note that it is the
county of the postal address: the
village of P&rave comes in searches

A4, soft cover, stapled spine, 40
pages. Price $10.00 or f5.00 from
Mr A. A. Greenwood, RRl. Box
40, Madrona Drive, Nanoose Bay,
B.C., VOR 2R0, Canada. Telephone: 001-604-466-9770. Fax:
001-604-468-7476.
This book is an appendix to the
Greenwood

Tree in 77v.z

Continents,

which WN published in 1988 and is
an update to the infom-ntion in
Burke’s Landed Gently 18th edition,
Volume 1, 1965, pages 338 to 343.
The information brings the pedigree records of 695 Greenwoods up
to date. It is well produced and Mr
Greenwood is to be congratulated.
However, there is no index.
Any person with connections to
this family will find the book invaluable.
Jane Monon

Jane Mason

Journal

News and Items of Interest
Names Statistics
Phone Books Lookup Offer

The Greenwood Family, formerly
of Hadden, England, by Arthur
Alexander Greenwood, Ph.D.

for Norlblk (for its post-town of Diss),
not for its actual location, which
Derek Palgrave assures me is Suffolk.
Please give the full spelling of each
name of interest. Hyphenated names
are included with the first part, so
“Wallace” would find Wallace and
Wallace-Hadrill. but “Hadrill” would
not find Wallace-Hadrill.
I will normally search residential
subscribers only: tell me if you
would like business entries included
(or separately).
Members in the UK, please send
an sac. Overseas members, no sac
or IRCS are necessary, I will reply on
an air letter form. Email enquiries are
welcome too:
David_Hawgood@Compuserve.com.
Replies may take some time - please
be patient. This is a pilot scheme - I
may wish to modify it in the light of
.%pWie,KE
David Hawgocd, Member no. 193
26 Cloister Road. Acton
London W3 ODE England
lhe Joumz

Deadlines

For constitutional reasons connected with the Notice of the
AGM, the January 1998 issue of the
lournal will be posted early. The
deadline for that issue is therefore
Monday 13 October 1997. This
date will already have passed as
you read this but it may be possible
to accept later submissions.
The deadline for the April issue is
Monday 9 Februaly 1998.

Illustrations
Will all authors give some
thought to possible illustrations For
their articles photographs, drawrigs, maps, photocopies of original
documents, etc. - and enclose details (but not necesssarily the origiI& at that stage)?

Copyright
Copyright of material is to the
Editor of the JoumaI of One-Name
Studies and the author.
The views expressed in this /ouroal are not necessarily those of the
Committee of the Guild unless exxessly stated or implied N in reznrts to members by the Commit:ee.
d One-Name
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County representatives

National
representatives
as at 1 September

1997

AUSTRALIA

SOUIH AFRlCA

Mr john Snelson
40 Tennyson Avenue
TUrrmUrra
NSW 2074
Australia
Email:
jsnelson@ozemail.com.au

Mr Brian Spurr
70 Hunters Way
Durban North
KwaZulu-Natal4051
south Africa
E-mall:
tswn%n.bdelxxknt.co.~~

CANADA:

UNITED STATFS (West)

Mrs Jill Bhar
8 Hobbs Avenue
Nepean
Ontario
K2H 6W9
Canada
E-mail: bharj@em.agr.ca

Mrs E Kilduff
3470 vista Oaks Drive
Apt 205
Martinez
CA 94553
USA
Email: kilduFfons@aol.com

as at 1 September
: BEDFORDSHIRE:
.
:
.
:
.

BERKSHIRE:
Mrs Polly Lawrence
7 st.NIchoias Rd..
Newbury
l Berks RG14 5PR
: Tel: 0163544836
. Mobile: 0374245436
:
. BUCKINGHAMSHIRE:
: CAMBRIDGESHIRE:

NEW ZEALAND
Mrs Lil Baker
905 Wall Road
Hd5tings
New Zealand

:
:
.
:
.
.
.

CHESHIRE:
Keith Plant. 22 Chapel
C&t. Chelford
near MacclesBeld
Cheshire SK1 1 9SU
Tel: 01625-860074

: CORNWALL:
.
UNITED STATES (ENt)
: ClIMBERlAND:
. Brian Pudner
Dr John Cookson
l 1 Sand&h Gardens
I3203 Heritage Woods PI.: Fell Lane, Penrlth,
MIdlothian
l Cumbria CA1 1 8BG
VA 23112
l Tel: 01768-862060
USA
:
Email: Cooksonj@aoLcom l DERBYSHIRE:
: Ron Duckett
l Outwood
Hills Farm
l Lower Out-woods
Rd
: Burton on Trent
:DE13OQX
: Tel: 01283-561557
: DEVON(SOUTH):
.

Guild I
e
P
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: DEVON(NORTH):
.
: DORSET:
. Paul Oastier
f 12 Cranemoor Avenue

HAMPSHIRE:
Robert Uayton.
17 Second Avenue
Ravenswing Aldermaston
B&s RG7 4PU
Tel: 01734-815976

SUFFOLK:
SURREY (EAST):
HERTFORDSHIRE:
KENT:
David Cutley. 55
Broomhill Rd., DartFord
Kent DA1 3HI
Tel: 01322-223292
LAN-HIP&
LEICESTERSHIRE:
Frank Bmcklehurst
1 Park Avenue, MNkfield
Leicester LE.67 9WA
Tel: 01530-243370
LINCOLNSHIRE:
Mrs Norma Nell,
“Colvwell’. Commonside
Westwoodside
Doncaster DN9 ZAR
Tel: 0 1427.752692
LONDON:
MIDDLESEX:
NORFOLK:
Mrs Mary GrifBths
20 Knyvett Green
Ashwellthorpe
Norwich NR16 1HA
NORTHAMPTON:
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE:
Dominic Johnson
33 Redhill Lodge Dlive
Red Hill
Nottingham NG5 SJH

SHROF’SHJRL:

.
. Sue Lawll
: 20.3 Modswomb
Way
. Brighton BNZ 4PE

STAFFORDSHIRE (WEST):
Philip Coops, 4 Lakeside,
Betley. Crewe
Cheshire CW3 9AH
Tel: 01270-820600

HEREFORDSHIRE:

OXFORDSHIRE:

member. Anyone wiil a” Interest in
this type of research is wekome to
join, membmship no, being resticted
to those who register spediic sur-

1997

SOMERSET:
Eric Banwell
Brinton Lodge
37 Milton Lane, Wells
Somerset BA5 ZQS
STAFFORDSHIRE (EAST):
(see DERBYSHIPE)

SURREY(WEST):
Martin Gegg
4 Liffle Orchard
Woodham. Addlestone,
surrey
KTl5 3ED
SUSSEX:
Christopher Swarbrooke,
Flat 3, Ensign Court
96 Mati~
St Leonards on Sea
East Sussex TN38 OXA
WARWICKSHIRE:
Jennifer CranField
Rose Cottage, Church St
Fenny Compton
Warks CV33 OYE
Tel:
01295-770285
WILTSHIRE:
Richard Moore
1 Cambridge Close, Lawn,
Swindon, Wilts SN3 1JG
WORCESTSHIRE:
YORKSHIRE (EAST):
Frank Hakney, 19 Church
St., Elloughton, North
Humberside HU 15 1HI
Tel: 01482.668340
YORKSHIRE (WEST):
(see Yorkshire East)
YORKSHIRE (NORTH):
SCOTLAND:
John Hltchon
Tom&in Cottage
52 Lonmore, Gairloch
Ross-shire IV21 2DB
Tel: 01445712355
WALES:
Geoff Riggs, Peacehaven,
Badgers Meadow,
F’wllmeyric, Chepstow
Gwent NP6 6UE
Tel: 01291-626417
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